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PREF'ACE

V'lhen is a collecti-on of parts a whole? This question

was first put to me two and one-ha1f years ago by Professor

Denis Jesson in conjuurction with a 'tkit of partsil building on which

I was working. It is a simple questi-on; indeed, upon first specu-

lation a rather ingenuous one. However, after more thoughtfú

consideration its ingenuousness takes on new and profound meaning

for it is a question so f\indamental as to enquire of the very basis

of oners understanding of the worl-d. It is a question which asks:

Ldirat makes rÊn and his environment a wriverse? I¡ihat makes a

sequence of sounds a syrphony? i¡iihat makes a complex of mechanisms

a machjne? What makes layers of tj-ssues an organism? liihat nnkes a

constel-l-ation of spaces a place? It is a question of the ORDER of

all things.

This question was the seed; f?om it has groranT a continu-

ing investigation lnto the nature of order, particularly with

respect to architecture, of which thris thesis is but the most recent

ranifestation.

hi-or to this thesis my investigations have been con-

ducted through two complementary means. The fjrst, which consciously

began with the initial question two and one-half years ago and has

continued, more or less without interruption, until- the time of this

thesis, was the design study of the order of particul-ar architectural-

entities. The second, which began one year later, was the written
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study of the general attitude of holism, parti-cularly as represented

by the thought of Fï"ank Lloyd l^h'ight, Buck'ninster FUlIer,

Jan Christiaan $nrts, and Chrristopher Alexanderl.

In retrospect it is evident that the scope of these

studies was much too circumscribed. In both tfordertt was conceived

out of context and out of time: out of context i¡ that it was con-

ceived as arì absolute, as something unqualified by circumstance;

out of tjme in that it was conceived as j¡rnutabl-e, as something

unqualified by changing circumstance. That is to say the order which

shoul-d exist within the archi-tectural entity, or arìy entity for that

rnatter, üras concelved to be that of Ïì,illerts tensegrity structurres

floating in outer space -- each part of the whol-e absolutely inter-

dependent with every other part of the whole, and all together com-

pletely independent of anything el-se. Hopefl,rlly the present work

will go some way toward enlarging this ttidealizedrt view of order.

I,rlith regard to these past studies as well as the thesis

at hand I woul-d like to aclsrowledge the role of kofessor Jesson as

mentor and fþiend.

'l

'Th-is study provides historical- context for this thesis both jn the
sense that it is concerned with the thought of other tjmes and in the
sense that it refl-ects my oun thought j¡n'nediately prior to the present
work. As such I have jncl-uded it as an appendi-x to this thesis.
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IfIRODUCTION

The creation of architecture involves men of many

different disciplines and jnterests. In coqjunction with the

architect, clients, engineers, fir,anciers, technicians, manufacturers,

public official,s, and contractors, among others, all contribute to

the defirrition of the architectwal entity. However it is the archi-

tect alone who is responsible for the ORDER of the architectural

entity -- how the various parts of the architectural- entity are

disposed wi-th respect to one another so as to constitute a totality
appropriate, on all levels, to the variety of den'nnds placed upon it.
It is to this responsibility that this thesis is addressed.

To cope with the organized. complexityl of the architectural

fn". In/"t"en üleaver jn the 1958 Arurual Report of the Rockefeller
Foundati-on distinguishes between three types of problem. The first
type Ís a problem I'in which one quantity...depends prinurily upon a
second quantity..." (p.7). That is to say this first type of problem
involves the rel-ationship of a single element to another. It is a
"PROBLEM 0F SIvFLICITY". The second type is a problem "in which the
ru,rnber of variables is very large, and one in which each of the many
variabl-es has a behaviotr which is individually erratic, and nray be
totally u¡lmown. But irr spite of this helter skelter or unlmown be-
haviour of al-l the individual variables, the system as a whole
possesses certain orderly and analyzable average propertiesr'. (p.11)
That is to say this second type of problem i¡vol-ves the probable be-
havior of a gross totality. It is a rrPROBlilvl 0F DISORGANIZED
COIPLffiITYI'. The third type is a problem which wil-l- I'often i¡volve
a considerabl-e nu¡nrber of variables; but much more important than the
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entity the archi-tect obviously must understand the principles by which

its parts rnay be ordered. Indeed these principles are the very ess-

ence of the architectt s discipline. It is most surprising, therefore,

that the overal-l- architectonic of these principles, an understanding

of whrich is the only reasonable basis on which to deal with the

organ-ized conplexi-ty of the architectr-rral entj.ty, is but vaguely r.rrder-

stood within the profession il general. I would go so far as to say

that, rather than the conservativeness of cU-ents, the limitations of

tectnolory and budget, and the den'e,nds of building by-laws, and

aside f?om the general confìrsion of aims which characterizes our con-

temporary society, it
overal-l architectonic

fS

of

the Lack of a cl-ear understanding of the

the principles which order the architectural-

entity that is the major source of the architectriral professionrs

general inability to create a truÌy satisfactory human habitat.

fhe intent of this thesis, therefore, is to construct a

framework for the principles which order the arch-itecturaJ- entity.

Thls will be acconplished in two parts:

mere nr'urber of variabl-es is the fact that these variabl-es are al-l
jnterrel-ated. That is to say, the real-ly important characteri-stic
of'r thris type of probJ-em, rras contrasted with the disorganized
si-tuations in which statistics carÌ coperr, is that it shows I'the

essential- featr-re of organ-izationt'. (p. 13) This third type of prob-
lem invol-ves the relationshr-ips anrong various elements which n'ekes
them a rmity. It is a "PROBL,A\[ 0F ORGANIZÐ COMPLÐ(ITY!i.
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\^lithjn the first part of the thesis a generic flamework

for the principles which order all entities wil-t be constructed.

This f?amework will- derive directly f?om the fLndamental aspects

essential to the concept of tfentityir. Part One is thus a basis for

dealÌng with the organized complexity of alt'entities.
Many of the concepts contajned in thr-is part of the

thesis will be drawn f?om the growing body of contemporary work which

is concerned with establ-ishjng a theory of the order of all_ things.

The widely accepted label for this work, General Systems Theory, is

not so nruch a refl-ection of the state of the work, however, as a

statement of the intent of the workers. As it now exi_sts General

Systems Theory is a coll-ection of partial theories which are related

but whlch do not constitute a complete arid integrated general theory.

In essence Part CIre is my initial investigation jnto General Systems

[heory. ]t is not a fì;lI-blown theory, of course, it is merely a

fþamework in which some of the principles which order entities are

considered.

Within the second part of the thesis the f?amework con-

structed within the fjrst part i,'ri11 be brought jnto a specifically

architectural- focus. The particular nature of the archj-tectural_

entity will- be set out in discussions of its different orders. In

each di-scussion issues which have long been problematical for

architeets will be considered. Part Two i.s thus an introduction to

fhe organized conplexity of the architectural entity.
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CHAPTER 1. EXIITTY

l-.1 Essential_ Nature

The first thing which must be determlned in order to

understand the nature of entities is in what this nature originates.

Consider the parts of which an entity is nad.e. The same

parts which nnke up one entity generalty can be used to nnke another

entity of essentially different nature. For exanple the same boards

and nail-s ean be used to constnict a boat as wel-l as a buil-djng. The

same elements which nnke up certain acids can be used to make the water

and fertilizer which nourishes the fields. The same words which n'ake

up a nature poem can be used to rnke up a Boy scout camping nnnual-.

Evidently, as the same parts can be used to neke essentially

different things, the ruture of an entity is not determined by its
constituent parts. This is not to say that a "si1k purserr can be

rade out of a rrsowrs earrtof course. Obviously the nature of a¡

entity is limited by the inherent capabilities of the parts which

rake it up. Nevertheless, i-t is clear that the parts do not deter-

nrine the nature of an entity.

However that which determines the natrre of an entity i-s

readily apparent in the preceeding examples. Consider the difference

between the collection of jndividual parts whj-ch can be mad.e jnto an

entity and the entity itsel-f. It is evident in the difference between
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a stack of boards a-Trd a pail of nails, and the boat, building, or

whatever is n'ade from these parts just as it is evident jn the

difference between jndlvidual elements and the numerous complex

chernicars irrto which they can be composed, or in the difference

between a dictionary ful-l of words and the l-iteraturre jnto which

these words can be fashioned. that the nature of an entity is deter-

nrined by the ORGANIZATION of the constituent parts. That is to say

it is the RELATTONSHTPS among the parts rather than the parts them-

sel-ves which determirethe natwe of atr entity.

l-.2 l¡/hroleness

Tlree basic types of rer-ati-onship can exist among the

parts of an entity. A part is DEpÐIDElvr upon the other parts of the

entity if it is asyametrically related. to those parts so that it is
affected by but has no effect upon them. Any change in the
rraffectorrt parts therefore not only causes a change in the entity as

a totality but al-so in the part which is dependent upon them. A

part is TNDEPENDENIT of the other parts of the entity if it is not

dependent upon them. Any change jn these other parts causes a

change in the entity as a totality but leaves the part in question

unchanged. A part is rltrERDEpENDEl\Ir with the other parts of the

entity if each is dependent upon the others. Thus a change in any

part not onry causes a change in the entity as a totality but also
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in every other part. clearly independence, dependence, and inter-
dependence form jncreasjngly cohesive bonds between the parts of an

entity.

These three basic relationship types, i¡ varying strengths

and proportions, combÍne to form the set of relationships which ord.ers

the parts of an entity. sets of relationships range in proportion

f?om the extreme of con'pIete independ.ence, in whr-ich each relationship

of the set is one of si:rple independence, througþ sets conpowrded of

varying measures of i-ndependence, dependence and. interdependence, to

the other extreme of conplete jnterdependence jn which each rel-ati-on-

ship in the set is one of simple interdependence. The former exbreme

of complete i:rdependence results in ttentitiesft whose parts are re-

lated, if only in the nomi-nal- sense, so that each part is independent

of every other part. The latter extreme of complete jnterdependence

results in entities whose parts a:re so related that each part is
dependent upon every other part. These exbremes are the poles in a
continuum of relatedness. The more highly independent the parts of

an entity the more it tends to be sinply a collection of parts, an

AGGRBGATE, and hence only nominally an 'fentity". The more hr-1ghly

interdependent the parts of an entity the more it tends to be a unity,

a W}IOLE.

Consider a set of rocks scattered about a field in a

random rTìanner as a structural entity. Obviously as the individual
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rocks are structurally independent the set is an aggregate, and can

only nonrinally be considered an entity. Even if the rocks are re-

orgarrized so that they form a ljne arotind the field one rock higþ

and one rock deep (1) they are still structura]ly independentl. A

clnnge in position of any individual rock while it modifies the

nature of the line leaves the position of the other rocks trnchanged.

However, if the set of rocks i-s reorganized again so that instead. of

a ljne it forms a wa1l (2) its nature as a structural- entity becomes

more whole-l-ike. some of the rocks are now structurally dependent

upon other rocks so that a change i¡ the position of the supportive

rocks causes a change jn the position of the dependent rocks as wel-l-

as jn the wal1 as a totality. Finally if the set of rocks is again

reorganized, thi-s tjme jnto an arch (3), it becomes even more whole-

like. Here each rock is structurally dependent upon the rocks bel-ow

it while independent of the rocks above it with the important

exception of the rocks which occupy the central portion of the arch.

fhese rocks, a subset of the total set, are so related that each

rock is structurally dependent upon every other rock. The el-ements of

this subset are eompletely interdependent, they act as a structural- whol-e.

'l*Joern Utzont s fradditive architecturerr is a structural aggregate in
this sense. This is not to imp1y, however, that jn respects other
than structure, spatial organization for exanple, it nny not be nore
whole-like.
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CHAPTM 2. SYSTHVI

2.1 System

A SYSTEVI IS AN ABSTFACTÏON OF AN EÀIIITY ON THE BASIS OF

TTü ORGANIZATION OF ITS PARTS. To wderstand nature as the conplex

synlbiosis of a nlyriad of organisms in jnterlocklng and overl-appjng

roles jnterrel-ated with an environment of organic and inorganic

material-s and ultinately dependent upon solar enerry is to understand

nature as a system. To understand the city as social- man and his

matrix of artifacts; beliefs and 1aws, signs and synrbols, i-nstitutions,

conn'runication and transportation networks, enterprises and facilities,

urban spaces and buildings, in a mutually sustaining and fulfilling

relationship is to tmderstand the city as a system. To understand

meaning as the pattern of relati-onships of a concept is to understand

it as a system. A system is an expression of the essenti-al nature of

an entity, an expression of its whol-enessf.

AJ-though a building is a single entity architectlre has

traditionally been uurderstood as two distjnct types of systems. As a

material system architecture is understood to be a utilitarian

artifact. As such i-t is composed of structural, mechanical, and

1.,-its whol-eness -- that wh-ich makes it a whol-e.
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envirorunental subsystems which are organized jnto a plan facilitati:rg
vari.ous activities. Architecture as a util-itarian artifact is what

is traditionally meant by the term trmere build.ing't inprying that its
value was ptrely exbrinsic. As a phenonlenal- system architecture is
uirderstood to be a work of art. As art a building is a domain, a

place of urrique character whlch arises f?om the rerationships

between the buil-ding and its inhabitants. Architecture as art is
traditionally differentiated fþom t'mere buildingt' irr that its va]ue

is purely intrinsic. All buildings can be understood in terms of

ei-ther or both of these two systems types although not every building

has significant systenric properties in either or both respect.

As an abstraction, a particular understanding of an

entity, a system is relative to the intenti-on of the abstractor.

Thus whereas Picassots ttB;llts Headtt n,ay be a meaningf\rlly organized

work of art to the 20th centr.ry art audience it nu.y not represent a

meaningfbl organizati-on to the Bicycle cl-ub of America. sigf?ied

Giedion has discussed the dj-fferent conceptions of the essential

nature of architecture in history. According to Giedion the

Eg¡rptian, s\merian, and Greek civil-izations understood architecture

to be the rel-ationship of rnasses in space, f?om the tjme of the

Ron'ens until- the l_9th century architecture was understood to be the

rel-ationship of interi-or spaces, while the 2oth century wrderstands

architecture to be the relationship of both n'asses jn space and
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j¡terior space.

However, thougþ relative to jntention, a system is not

an arbitrary abstractj-on of the relationships of an entity. Only

the essential- relationships, those which make the entity a whole,

constitute a system. To understand a synrphony orchestra as the jrrter-

action of the instruments of four sections defined with respect to

the principles by which they create sounds; the strings, brass,

woodwinds and percussion, is to understand it as a system. To under-

stand a synphony orchestra as the lnteractions of the instruments of

four sectj-ons defined with respect to categories of weigþt is to
conpletely destroy the sense jn which the orchestra operates as a

system. A system is an abstraction of the ESSEIIIIAL relationships of

an entity.

2.2 tr-uindamental Aspects

Â crrsls¡¡1 can be urderstood in terms of tlree fì-indamental-

aspects -- belng, behaving, and becoming. Being is the pattern of

rel-ationships among the elements of a system. Being is the morphologr

of a system. Behaving is the act, arising flom the jnteractions of

the elements of a system, which nu.jntains the system in the face of

the internal and environmental stresses acti¡g upon it. Behaving is

the morphostasis of a system. Becoming is the change within a system

T2
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by which it adapts to changes jn the internal- and environmental-

stresses acting upon it. Beconrlng is the morphogenesis of a system.

As transient events behaving and becoming are purely

temporal aspects of a system. Eei¡g, on the other hand, is non-

tenrporal, existing out of time al-together. Being is the matrix of

the event. Behavjng is the act and becoming is the change whl-ich

occurs in this matrix.

Bejng, behaving, and beconri¡g are parallel aspects of a

system -- one does not follow flom the other. Still, each may be

seen jn terms of the others: Being is the product of past becoming,

the present embodjment of a contjrruing process of change. Being

may be nejnta-lned, the process of change Ínterrupted, only so long

as behaving can obviate the stresses which come to act upon the

system. Behaving is a nunifestation of being, a response dictated

by the stresses which act upon, and withi¡, the system. Beconing i-s

a process of change in being and behavj¡g, a process of adaptation

ObvJ-ous1y the intent of analyzjng a system into these

three f\mdamental aspects j-s to promote conceptual clarity and hence

facilitate dj-scussion. To this end these aspects will be used to

organize the remai:rder of Part l- of this paper. At the same time,

however, it n¡.rst be remembered that, althougþ conceptually distinct,

being, behaving, a:rd becoming niurst be understood in conjunction with

one another for they are one jn the system.

13
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CHAPTER 3. BEING: SYSTHVI MORPHOIOGY

Being is the pattern of relationshi-ps among the el_ements

of a system.

Bejng is the product of past becoming.

Being 1s majntaÍned by behaving.

3.f El-ements

Elements are the baslc units which are ordered by the

set of relationships which constitute a system. Each el-enpnt is jn-

herently capable of entering Ínto a certain mlnber or range of

rel-ationshr-ips of which the relationships of the system are a subset.

It is important to differentiate between elements in a f?ee state and

elements within a system. rn a f?ee state the element exists jn

isolation, with the potential- of numerous, possibly contradictory,

rel-ationships. rn a system, however, an element is ordered by specific

rel-ationships which define the actuaÌ, as opposed to potential,

nature of the element. Thus in considering an element of a system

the context, the set of rel-ationships, which defines that element is
necessarily part of the consideration.

The inportance of the distinction between the el-ement in

a f?ee state and as part of a system is evident jn the fact that a

single rrfl'eetr element nuy assume flmdamentatly different natures in
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the context of different systems. A piece of wire, for example,

used to complete an electric circuit or to tie up a bundle of news-

papers exhibits different characteristics in each context. So too,

four potential-1y identical columns spaced beneath a beam at maxi¡a1

distances f?om one another are aettsally different jn this context. (4)

fhus the central col-urnns carcy twice the load of the end colunms due

to thejr different rel-ationships to the l-oad. In the context of the

system it is irrelevant that they are potentially identical-I.

Perhaps the most readily perceived exanples of the

distinction between the potential and actual (as defjned by the

context) natures of el-ements occur, natrlrally enough, in the real-m

of perception. The familiar gestalt example of a square of nriddl-e

ryey on fields of bl-ack and white clearly shows the defining power

L--ltiany architects would find this structural system objectionable
because equal el-ements are used to perform unequal tasks. Althougþ
this objecti-on might be brougþt on the grounds of nu.terial economy
I tend to thjnk the real objection is founded on another source, afber
all, as it has been repeatedly pointed out by E;clcninster Fuller
arnong others, in comparison to other technologies architecture is
almost always grossly uneconomic in its use of naterials. The real
objection to this system is that it does not diagram the proportional
relationships between the various colunns -- the perceptual structure
is not arrdiagram of the forcesrrat work j¡ the actual- structure.
Thus the objection to this system is a question of the relationships
between two different systems representations of a sirigle entity.
This is an importarrt question which will be considered at length in
Chapter 9.

15
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of the context of an element. (5)

The col¡'rns of the Parthenon are an interesting

example of this phenomenon in that though the potential character-

istics of the colunrls vary the fact that their contexts vary also

makes the actual-, that is perceived, colurms identical. (6) The

contexb of the corner col-un"nrs differs f?om that of the other columns

jn two respects. Unlike the jnterior columns which are bolurded on

both sides by other cofumns the corner columns are unbounded on one

side. Also because of their position on the end of the row they

are seen in sil-houette agai-nst a brigþt slcy while the interior

columrs are seen against the background of the temple wall-s. To

conpensate for this difference of context each corner colunm is

thicker and the jntercolumrrar space between it and its i¡rnediate

neighbour is narower thran jn the typical case. Thus perceptually

identical elements resul-t f?om the rrasterful use of potentially

differirg el-ements in differing contexts.

3.2 ltul-ti-Ievel Systems

}fulti-level systems are systems which contain elements

which, jn themselves, are systems containÍng elements. In this

way systems are contajned withjn systems tintil- some f\mdamental

16
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level- is reached where the elements can be considered prjnuryl. of
course, a prÍlury el-ement need not be prin'ery jn the sense of being

an ulti¡nte irreducible parti-cIe, it is merely the most fundamental_

el-ement of concern in a particular context. Thus for a mechanical

engineer the pri:rary elements of an i:rternal- combusti-on engÍ¡e woul-d

be its pistons, cylinders, carn shaft, block and so on whereas for a
metallurgist the atomic constituents of these parts would constitute

prfuury elements. 0n1y for the nuclear physicist would the prirnary

el-ements be ulti¡'ate jrreducibl_e particles.

Systems, especi_ally conplex systems, exhibit a great pro_

clivity to assume a mul-ti-l-evel- structure. consider the following

parable:

ttThere once were two watchn'ekers, named. Hora and ren"pus, who
manufactured very fine watches. Both of them were highly
regarded, and the phones in their workshops rang fÞequently -
new customers were constantly calling them. However, Hora
prospered, wlTile Tempus became poorer and. poorer and finally
lost his shop. I¡Ihat was the reason?

"The watches the men rnad.e consisted of about l-r000 parts
each. Tempus had so constructed. his that if he had. one partly

I-To crystarize the natrire of nulti-revel systems as systems w:ithjn
systems r¡arious authors have proposed. that mits with the dual aspect
of being simultaneously system and el-ement be desigrnted by sone ipecialterm. R. InI. Gerard has suggested'torgrrand A. Koestler has suggestedtrholontt. However as the ryeat majority of units jn any concern-have
this dual aspect it seems more econornlcal- to me to n'rake a speciat desig-
nation for units of single aspecti i.e., ttprirnary elementtt.
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assembl-ed and had to put it dovn'l - to answer the phone
say - it irrnnediately fell to pieces and had to be re-
assembl-ed flom the el-ements. The better the customers
liked his watches, the more they phoned him, the more
difficult it became for hjm to find enougþ uninterrupted time
to finish a watch.

ItThe watches that Hora made were no less conpl-ex than those
of Tempus. But he had designed them so that he could put
together subassembl-i-es of about ten elements each. Ten of
these subassembli-es, agâfu, could be put together i¡to a
larger subassembly; and a system of ten of the latter sub-
assemblies constituted the whole watch. Hence, when Hora
had to put down a partly assembl-ed watch in order to answer
the phone, he lost only a sma11 part of his work, and he
assenbl-ed his walches in only a f?action of the man-hours
it took Tempus.rrl

The lesson of the parable is that in a world of less than

perfect efficiency, tri'al and error, false starts, ffid dead ends

(unsuccessfl-rl assembly attenpts due to caller interruption) systems

which are built up f?om intermediated stable forms, that is nmlti-

level- systems, corlre into existence more quickly and hence are more

probable than sirigle-1evel systems of equal complexity.

This lesson applies equally to natural- and nnn-made

systems. That natural systems evolved f?om intermediated stable

forms; physio-chenical- systems predominantly by chance combinations,

lHerbert A. Simon, I'The Architectr:re of Complexityrr. Proceed.ings of
the American Philosophical Society, 106: p.llT0, 1962. Note: Sjmon's
quantitative analysis of the rel-ative efficienci-es jnvolved here in-
dicate that in the most conservative case Hora would be about 41000
tines more efficient than Ten'pus.

'lo
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biological systems predominantly by chance variations, and socio-

cultural- systems by both chance variation and combination, i-s a

generally accepted fact. 0n the other hand, n'en-ne.de systems,

althougþ in nuny respects similar to naturral- systems, have a

distjnctly teleological nature. In this respect their characteristics

reflect the problem solvjng procedure. hoblem solving is not

simply a process of trial and error. It is a process of SEfECTIVE

trial and error jn which a partial sol-ution whlch seems to j:rdicate

the desired solution serves as a directive for fLrture trials. The

final solution develops fþom a number of partial- solutions much as

natural- systems evolve f?om intermediate stable forms. Thus, the

problem solving procedure itself tends to be a multi-level system.

0f course, the solution, need not necessarily be a mul-ti-level

system, however, it is not unlikely. In any event the problems of

inplen'entation and maintenance of man-niade systems, as ilÌustrated

i¡ the parable are such as to rejnforce the natural predisposition of

the problem solving process for multi-level systems.

3.3 Overlap

ït is a comlon phenomenon

of more than one system, that is, for

only consider the number of different

for an element to be a member

systems to overlap. One need

interest groups of whi-ch he is
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a member to rea1-ize this fact. The subsystems of great works of art

abound with overlap, as do the subsystems of the natural ecosystem.

Even the prosaic telephone po1e, which is often a n'ember of both the

tetephone and street ligþting systems, is an exan'ple of overlap.

Overlap is not a defining characteristic of systems,

however. TTøt is to say, overlap is not a relationship between

systems, it is a cojncidence of elements within systems, a f\rnction

of the el-enent and not the system. Overlap is an accompanying

characteristic of systems by which the relative complexity or

capability of systems ilray be augmented. Thus it is obvious that

given a fixed number of poles the range of the telephone and street

figþting systems is considerably augnented by the sharing of poles;

that is, by overlappjxg. Perhaps nore inpressi-vely m;ch of the

a:nbiguity and mult|plicity of aspect of works of arl derives fÌ"om

overlapping subsystems. Picassof s rrsleeping l,rlomentr of 1941, for

exanple, J-s especially ryaphic in thris regard. (7)

There is one i:rportant type of system jn which overlap i-s

not conmon. This is the type of system developed by design science,

that discipline of design jn which the linear thought processes of

deductive reasoning predomirrate or are aspired to. City plann-ing and

archritecture, wtd.erstood as util-itarian artifacts, are generally

thougþt to belong to thr-ls discipline.

Christopher Alexander j:r his seminal paper 'rA City i-s
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not a T?eerr distinguishes between natural and artificial cities.
Natural cities are cities which have arisen more or less spontaneously

over mâny years. l4anhattan, Montreal- and San Franclsco are examples.

Artificial cities are cities which have been del-iberately created by

designers and planners. chandigarh, h-azili-a and the British New

Towns are examples. Thus the distinction between the two t¡rpes of

city is that one is a result of a rfnaturalft process of accomnodation

whil-e the other i-s a product of design science.

Ít is generally agreed that while natural cities are

sometimes wearing due to their excesses they are vital- hun'nn envjron-

ments whil-e artificial- cities seem to be stifl_ed by designed

rrneatnessrt and ttorderl-i:resstt which deadens rather than enlivens hunnrr

l-ife. Not surprisingly, Al-exander suggests that this is because

r¡atural cities are rich with overlap, ambiguity and murtiplicity of

aspect which is lacking in the strictly hierarchical- order of

arbificial- cities. Overrap is not less orderly than the sirplistic
order of conpartmentalizati-on but more so. Tt is tra thicker, tougher

more subtle and Íþre compl-ex view of str"uct¡ïs."1 of course, as soon

as people inhabit these artificial ci-ties they tend to generate thick

Christopher Alexander, "The City is not a T?eet', part 2, Þ.58.
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overlapping webs of relationships quite irrespective of the theoreti-

cal order jn which they find themselves. This is an inevitable aspect

of hunnn nature and the reason most artificial cities have what rich-

ness they have. Nevertheless, as the physical system can be either

a positive or negative rejnforcement to the system of human relation-

ships which it must house, it is the prime responsibility of the

designer that the physical system be as positive a force jll human

social life (and this includes isol-ation where it is appropriate) as

is possible.

3.4 Internal- Specialization

A system is jnternally specialized when j-ts constituent

el-ements are more or less unique jn structvre and/or function with

respect to one another. For example a footbal-l team is internally

specialized; each of the players has his ovm ft.inction and to a

certaj¡ extent his own parti.cular structure, whereás a tug-of-war

team 1s not internally specialized; its players are essentially

identica-l-. Like overlap, however, internal specialization is not a

deffu-ing characteristic of systems. A garbage dump, for example,

while it may be n'ade up of highly differentiated el-ements has very

few systemic properties. Rather, like overlap, internal specialization

is an acconpanying characteristic of systems by which the relative
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capability of a system n'ay be augmented. This is the raison dtétre

of the process of increased specializatLon which has characterized

the evolution of hunu.n society, for example.

There are certain general types of specialization which

are essential to the existence of n'nny systems. CertLralization

occurs when one element or subsystem assumes a dominant role in the

operation of the system such that a sn'e.ll change jrr it is reflected

by considerable charrge throughout the system. This is the form of

speclalization which pertains whenever there is a situation of

authority, of leader and led. However, centraJization need not have

the rigidity which it is generally conceived to have. It can be

variable so that authority beÌongs to that element or subsystem most

abl-e to deal- with the particul-ar sj-tuation at hand. This, for

example, is one of the fr.mdamental tenets of most jrrterdisciptinary

teams.

The ilskinrr or boundary which surrotrnds_-many systems is

another general type of special.ization (See section 4.4, "Open/Closed

Systemsrr) A boundary acts as arì environmental- monitor allowing

inputs necessary to the systemrs surviva^l- througþ its various energy

and sensory gates and j¡sul-ating the irrternal- workings of the system

from any environmental rrnoisert. This is the f\mction of the skin,

sense and digestive organs in organisms, ard of the housing, gauges

or meters and fUel supply jn artifacts.
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In nnny jnternal-ly specialized systems a differentiation

between essential- and non-essential elements exists so that in times

of stress the system as a whole cal'ì extend its ttl-lferf by sacrificing

non-essential elements u¡hj-ch, in many cases, can be regenerated in

l-ater less stressful- periods. The htrnan organism is an excellent

example:

I'h/ithout food neny organs waste away, the body burns fats,
carbohydrates and proteins to supply energy for two
organs r,vhich dontt waste away at all (or not until much
later) and whi-ch are clearly essential to the continuing
functionj¡g of any of the organs - the nen/ous system and
the heart. One can get along without a digestive system
quite well- wrder starvation conditions, a geeat wasting of
muscles can be tol-erated, the reproductive system isntt
importa;rt, and so on; but if the heart stops pumping or
the brain fìrnctioning, the whole system is gone.ttl

Naturally j¡ternal- specializati-on has cornnonly been an

important characteristic in complex entities such as buildíngs.

Nevertheless internal specialization has been of particul-ar concern

in the work of Le Corbusier, especially in his investigations into

the nature of the wall-. To begin Le Corbusier separated the two

prfunry f\-mctions of the traditional wall jnto a load-bearing f?ame

and various boundary-defining infills. The logic of this separation

was the obvious ease with which the infillÍng elements coul-d now be

ln. W. Gerard, rrllierarchy, Entitation and Levelsrr, p. 224
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manipulated.

The advantages of specialization ultimately became clear,

although with great struggle, fu the exterior wal-l- wl^r-ich l,e Corbusi-er

developed. Irt order to util-ize the possibility of the great spatial

and visual openess which the structural- flame allowed the primary

material- used in the exterior wall- was glass, even on the west

elevation (e.g. , Ci-b'e de Refì,rge). In anticipation of the great

temperature differential this membrane would have to mediate

Le Corbusier invented rle mrr neutralisantr which consisted of double

panes of gÌass between which heated or cooled ajr could be passed to

nu.intain the interior temperature at desired levels. Unfortunately

this invention did not prove adequate. After nmch arxiety and in

admitted desperation Le Corbusier invented another device which was

more successfl-rl. This device was the brise soleil, an rregg-craterr

hung on the exterior of the building whl.ch shiel-ded the glass f?om

the direct rays of the sun. Thus by differentiating the f\.:nctions

of the traditional- wall and then fUrther differentiating the

f\rnctions of the wall as a boundarV, or as Reyner Banham has said,

"to replace additivel-y element by clip-on element the performanee

factors that the rnassive wall contained homogeneously and organicalfyrttl

4.7

I*Reyner Banliam, The Architecture of the l,riell-Teru¡ered Ð'rvironment, p. 155
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Le Corbusier was abl-e to achieve a rich and variable spatial

conception.

However, the benefits of specialization are not

autonatlc, they are only potential as witness Le Corbusierrs

efforts in his deali:rg with the interior wal-l. As it was the f?amers

fUnction to earcy the actual- l-oad of the building 1t seemed logical,

if not necessary, to Le Corbusier to neke this rnanifest by re-

ducing the substance of the boundary elements to the absol-ute

mirtimum. Thus he reduced the interior wall to a hollow sandwich of

insubstantial sheet material-. The acousti.c difficulties th-is engen-

dered became i¡mediately apparent. To alleviate this problem a

sheet of l-ead was suspended between the two hal-ves of the sandwich.

Unforturøtely this wall, too, was msatisfactory. Eventually

Le Corbusier conceded defeat and resumed use of nasonry and other

rrnateriafs fþiendly to manrt. Failure to produce a satisfactory

interior wall- was essential-ly a failure to establ-1sh the rigþt

relationships between the right rnaterials. Specialization jn itself
guarantees nothing.

3.5 The lfutti-purpose Elen'ent

I¡lhen differing specialized subsystems overlap the shared

28
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el-ements are often of a mul-ti-purpose nature.f For example, the

bl-ood vessels jn warm-bl-ooded ani¡al-s not only act as conductors of

bl-ood and its contained nutrients but also are part of the homeo-

static temperature control- of the body expanding and contracting in

response to the needed adjustments of body tenperature. Ivftllti-

purpose elements are elements which are defjned si¡mltaneously by

two or more different sets of relationships.

Multi-purpose elenents like specialized elements exist

conmonlyin conplex systems such as buildings.

FIowever, as the work of Le Corbusier was of particular

interest with respect to the specialized element, the work of

Frank Lloyd I,{right is of particular jrrterest r,rrith respect to the

nn-tlti-purpose elenent. Illustrative of this use of the mul-ti-

purpose el-ement Reyner Banham describes an interesting detail of the

I-In Conplexity and Contradiction jn Architecture, Robert Venturi dis-
cus ls use of examples i-t
would appear that he understands the concept to be similar to the
concept of Itntll-ti-purpose elementrr as used here . However he fal-ls
prey to the conrnon rnisconception that the special-ized element and the
multi-purpose el-ement, or in his terminol-ory, double-fUnctioning
element, are opposites. rrTtre double-fUnctioning el-ement has been used
inf?equently in Modern architecture. Instead, Modern architecture
has encouraged separation and speci-alization .tr (p. 4O) In
actual fact the nulti-purrpose element is a special type of specialized
element; that is, a rm.rlti-specialized element.
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Robie House:

rrCorresponding to the glazed operr-ings of the outer wal-l-,
and inset in the lower flat portion of the ceiU¡g, a-re a
series of oaken grilles, made into abstract desigris by
the insertion of small- cubes of oak between the slats of
the grille. An electric lanp, control-led by a dÍrrner,
is set above each of these grilles, and casts a modul-ated
dappled 1ight tlrrougþ it onto the fl-oor jn f?ont of the
windows. (B)

I'However romantic the effect ne,y be judged, there can be
no doubt that this is an entirely appropriate jnstallation,
in a situation where the customary sconces or wal-l brackets
woul-d have made 1itt1e visual sense. But these oaken grilles
may have a ft.rrther f\-inction which is nothi¡g to do with
ligþting, to which the clue 1s given, once more, by the
texf of the I¡lasmuth portfolio:

The gently-sloping roofs, gratefl-rl to the
Prairie, do not leave large airspaces above the
rooms, and so the ehinmey has grovm in dimensions
and inportance, and i¡ hot weather ventil-ates at
the higþ part the cjrculating air-space beneath
the roofs, the f?esh air enterirg beneath the eaves
thrrougþ openÍngs easily closed jn wjnter.

frThe Robie house has such openÍngs beneath the eaves and its
chimney has grovrri a separate limb projecting on its western
side, with the characteristic pattern of ventilator bricks
lndicating an extract of some sort. Elt if, in winter
when the openings under the eaves had been reasily closedr,
air was stil-l- required to cjrculate througþ the roof-spaces
to cary away the dalp, it coul-d enter tlrough the ligþting
grille, acquiring useflrl- heat f?om the lamps and from sundry
hot pipes j¡ the roof. There would then be just room for it
to pass between the flange of the steel joists and the under-
side of the roof coverirg, and so pass into the higþer part
of the living-room above the raised ceiling, and thence out
by way of the ducts jn the brickwork of the added l-jmb on the
side of the chjru^rey."f

30

I*Reyner Banham, The Architecture of the 1¡lell--Tenpered Environment, p.120
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Because of the programratic complexity of domestic life

the nul-ti-purpose element occurs withjn the Prairie House on the

scale of the detail.. In more particul-arized buil-ding types Wrigþt

was abl-e to utilize the nulti-purpose element nruch more drane.tically

on larger scales.

The auditorium of his Unitarian Church in Madison,

iniisconsin is a striking example of multi-purpose space. Unl-ike the

tthigh school- grmnasíumtr notion of m.rlti-purpose space jn which the

space is nul-ti-purposed solely in that it is a neutral- envelope which

can accormnodate (nut never rea11y satisfy) a variety of activities,

l¡hi-ght t s auditorium is designed j¡ djrect response to the opposÍng

needs of the sacred service of the church a;rd the secul-ar gatherings

of the conmunity. Each of these activities is facilitated by a single

space which rises dynarnlcally along its longitudinal axis. Or'iented

toward the ttaspiring prowtr the sacred ceremony takes place within a

space which dennnds consideration of mants Ìarger concerns. (9)

O:riented in the opposite direction, towards the hearth, the secul-ar

performance takes place in an intinate, almost domestic, space. (fO¡

Thus sÍlp1y by the ingenious specialization of orientation Wright has

created a truly multi-purpose space.

Another example of hlrigþtrs rnasterfl-rl use of the m;lti-
purpose element exists in the four identical- concrete slabs which

constitute the vertical structural etements of the Price Tower. (11)
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Not only are these slabs the sole vertical structural el-ements of the

tower they also contai¡ both the mechanical risers and the elevator

shaf'ls. In addition to this, they aÌso orgarize each l-evel of the

tower jnto its five najor compartments - tÏ:ree office suites, one

apartment suite, and the elevator lobby. Thus, with the exception

of the fire stajr, l,\i¡ight has defined every aspect of the tower, on

the supra-suite scale, with a single MULTI-purpose elenenL.

As is evident jn these examples the multi-purpose element

is an especially efficient means by which the rel-ative eapability of

a system may be augmented. But then this is to be expected jn thât

the n¡..i1ti-purpose el-enrent results f?om the sj¡ultaneous occurrence

of overlap and jnternal specialízalilonrtr^Io accompanyi].tg characteri-stics

of systems which previously have been shown to be efficient means by

which the rel-ative capabitity of systems n'ay be augmented.
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CHAPTER 4. SYSTHV] AND ITS E1\IV]RONME}XI

4.f Environment

A system is a particular subset of the totality of al-I

elements and relationships among elements which exist at any tjme.

Thus jn defining a system the totality of elements is divided into

ti¡¡o mutually exclusive and exhaustive subsets; the system and its

complement - al-l other systems and f?ee elements which exist at

that tjme. Aside f?om membership or non-rnembership jn the system

the division of the totality creates an i:rportant distjnction as to

the nature of the el-ements or more precisely to the relationshlps

alnong the elenents. ttExternalrt relationships are those between

elements of the system, on the one hand, and its conplement, on the

other. Al-1 other relationships whether they be sole]y among the

elenients of the system or solely arnong the elements of its complement

are ttinternal-tt rel-ationsh1ps. On this basis a flrther distinction as

to the elements themsel-ves can be n'rade. Elements defined by relation-

ships which are solely internal are rfinternalrt elements whil-e elements

defi¡ed by relationships which jnclude external relationships are

trbomdaryrt elements. Given this distinction as to the r:atwe of

el-ements the meanj¡gful envirornnent of any system can be defined as

all- of the bowrdary elements which are not members of the system.

The environment of a system consists of all- those elements which act

upon, or are acted upon by the system.
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Obviously consideration of any system must necessarily

incl-ude its environment. To neglect the systemts envjronment is to

d.isregard relationships (between the boundary elements of the

system and the environment) which are no less si-gnificant than the

j¡ternal relationships of the system. For example, in the lalurching

of a self-propelled missile, the system, the boundary elen'ents of

which are the surface configuration and tlrust of the missi-le,

n'nkes sense onJ-y in the context of the physical- forces of the ajr

resistance and gr"avity of the earth. A system and i-ts environment

are complementary parbs 1n any conslderation.

As a system is an abstraction so is its environment. In

architecture, where totally different kinds of clnraeteristj-cs cart

be represented as systems, a building exists in accordingly

different kinds of envjronments. As a material- system a building is

a utilitarian artifact which exists jn an envjronrnent of physical

stresses. As a phenomenal system a building is a vork of art jn which

the observer as well- as the buildjng is part of the system. Thus the

environnent is not only the sensory context of the buildÍng, the

character of its surrowrdings, but al-so the cultural- history whi-ch is

the coneeptual f?ame of the observer.

An environment is defined with respect to a system and

hence is l-jmited by that system. An el-ement which lies outside of

the sensitivity of a system does not have the possibility of

35
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meaningfì-rlly interacting with the system and consequently ca¡not

part of its envjronment. For example, for a mosquito the hun'e.n

environment of synrbols si:rply does not exist. Sjmilar1y the ability

to appreciate music is l-jmlted by the sensitivity and lcrowl-edge of

the jndividual l-istener. Sone people appreciate musi-c mostly on

the sensuous plane of pr.re feeling. Others appreciate music on the

e>rpressive plane of d.escriptive themes. Most n¡.rsicians l-isten to

nusic predomirnntly on its sheerty rn"isical plane; that is, in terms

of its systernic properties.f

However, as the envjronnpnt of a system is llmited by the

system, so too, a system is 11mited by the envjronment j¡ which it

exists. Incompatibility between a system and its environment can

result in deval-uation or even destruction of the system. For

example, most rrmobilerr homes are deval-ued jn that, except for tra:rs-

portation flom the factory to a pemenent site, thejr inherent

nobility is never utilized. (The fact tTwt a mobile home i-s

generally purchased because of its low cost which is a f\.:nction of

the process by which it is produced is entirely beside the poÍnt

jn this case.) Sj¡rilarfy, â nen working on an assembly lj¡e is

devafued for he is generalty perform:Íng a mechanical task in which

36
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nmch of his hunnn con"plexity has been shut out. He has been de-

hure¡-ized.. However jn those instances where the systenrenvironnent

incon'patibility is so profound that no reconciliation is possible

the systen is not just devalued, it is destroyed. The extjnction

of anjrnal species is a case in point. Among artifacts the obsol--

escence of the horse-drawn coach, the ctipper shlp, and the one room

school- house are also examPles.

4.2 The System-Envjronment Division

The relationshrips between the bourndary elements of the

system and the envjronment are at least as significant as the

jnternal- relationships of the system. Thus the natwal- question

arises as to why the bor.rrdary between the system and its envjronment

shoul-d be drawn jn any particular pIace. Is the f?ame of a painting

part of the system or part of the envjrormrent? The bowtdary between

a man and his environment n'ay seem obvious but to iviarsnafl Mcluhan

clothing is an extension of the skin. The fact of the n'ratter is

that the division of any context of consid.eration into system and

envjronment is dependent upon the needs of the divider. Consider

the case of a nlan driving in his car along a road. To the driver,

he and the car constitute a movjng system in which the road is the

envjrorrnent along which they are passing. However, to the

mechani-cal engineer, who is concerned only with the jnternal
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workixgs of the machine, the dri-ver like the road is an I'outside"

force; that is, part of the envjronn"ent. And to the highway

engineer the driver, car and fourdation conditions constitute the

environment in which the system of his concern, the road, must

exist. Generally speaking the system is the set of elements and

their relati-onships which are of prln'nry concern, while the environ-

nient i-s the renu.jnder of the elements and relationships whi-ch

together wj-th the system nake up the total-ity of concern.

T:r n'nny ways this division is purely theoretical-. A

system and its environrnent are mutually dependent; both must exist

for either to exist. Ttlat is, together a system and its envj-ronment

constitute a larger totality. Nevertheless, the division is usefl-tl,

especially to the system designer who usually nust work to art

existing environment. Tdeally, of course, upon material-ization of

the system, it and its envjronment should become one, a unity.

Specifically the advantage of the division resides- jn the fact that

as a system and its envjronment are conplements in the context of

concern they define one another in their boundary characteristics.

The compatibility of a system to its environnent depends solely on

its boundary characteristics and hence systems of different jnternal

orders but simil-ar boundary characteristics can fit the same

envj-ronment. This is the concept of equivalence in systems. In the

building industry this concept is clearly exemplifi-ed jn the practice
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of biddjxg I'al-ternatesrr. Here different building components are

treated as equivalents without regard to their interna1 mechanisms,

solely on the basis of their boundary characteristics. Thejr

j¡ternal- mechanisms although extremely relevant to thejr particular

natr.lre are irrelevant in detail to their environmental fit.

The converse of equivalence in systems which is equival-ence

in envi-ronment is the reason rrenvi:"onmentrr was defined as it was.

Concern for a particul-ar system requires consideration of only the

boundary elements of the conplement of the system. To design a

structure an engineer need only consider the resultant stresses

acting upon the structure not the component stresses of which they

are the resolution. The environment of a system consj-sts only of

those el-ements which act upon or are acted upon by the system. This,

of cotirse, does not preclude considerlng the envjronment of a

system as a system jn its own right, but then, this is a different

consideration.

4.¡ value

A system is defjned by its relationships with its environ-

ment. Only to the extent that it maintalns these rel-ationships, its

environmental fit, can the system n'njntain its essential- nature. A

system is not inherently good or bad, therefore. If the system

majritai¡s its envjronmental- fit it is good, if it fails to naintain
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its envjronmental fit it is bad. Value in systems is sole1y a

question of envjronmental fi-t.

For example, survival- is evi-dence that organisms such as

n'arrmals are reasonably well-fitted to their earthly envjronment.

That is, rel-ative to the environment of the earth manmals are

reasonabl-y god systems. However on a planet: sâV, which is in-

cessantly bombarded by projectiles n'nnnnals would rapidly perish --
thejr highJ-y specialized and irrter-dependent subsystems beÍng unable

to withstand the puncturing these projectiles would inflict.

Relative to this envjronment nnrmal-s would be bad systems.

Slni-ilarly it is obvious that while the goat skin tent 1s a

reasonabl-y good housing system for the desert nonmd its thermal

characteristics would make it a bad housing system for the arctic

nonad.

So too, while the eclecticism of njneteenth century

revivalism nade it a good system relative to the j¡tense archeologlcal

jrrterests of nineteenth centr.rry culture this same characteristic made

it an extremely bad system relative to the revofutionary moralism of

the early heroes of modern architectulre.

This, of course, does not meart that the only value applicable

to particular systems is environmental fit. Envjrormental- fit is

merely the only rrsystems Vafuert. Particular systems may be subject

to other val-ue criteria as a function of I'what they are'r; that is,
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their content. However a discussion of the content of systems is out

of the terms of reference of this thesis.

4.4 Open/Closed Systems

A system is open or cl-osed by virbue of its rel-ationship to

its environment.

The ideal experiments postulated by physical sci-entists jn

which no energies enter or l-eave a system are paradigm exampl-es of

closed systems. As a resul-t of this isol-ation these systems are

subject to the laws of thermodynamics which state that whil-e the

enerry contained j¡ any isolated system is conserved, its degree of

orgaxtization is not conserved. The consequence of thermodynamics is

the jnevitabl-e degenerati-on jn the degree of organization of a system

until- an end state of equilibrium, in which there exists no organiza-

tion, is reached. This final state is one of complete randomness and

independence and hence is only nominally a system.-

Open systems are not subject to this inevitabl-e fate as

they exchange enerry and information with their environments.l

I-It has been suggested that the universe is a cl-osed system and hence
that open systems represent only local and. illusory |tcontraventionsrl

of the l-aws of thermodynamics. If this were the case the apparent in-
crease in the d.egree of organization contained jn these open systems
would actually represent a decrease in the degree of organization of
the universe as a whol-e and hence brirrg it more rapidly to its inevit-
able end.. However, whether or not the unlverse is, 1n fact, a closed
system j-s not lmoi¡,n. In any case the tjrre scale involved jn this
question is so great as to be beyond human comprehension.
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krerry and i¡fornation are distjnctl-y different types of input.f

Enerry inputs, j¡ whatever form, serve both to rai¡tain a system and

to energize It, rnJting i-t ready to fì-rnction. frrformation or signal

inputs serve to jnform the system of its environmental situatj-on.

Signal inputs are dependent upon some form of energy flow to act as

a vehicle jn their transrnisslon. However this energy component j-s

entirely subordjrate to the jnforrnation which it calri-es. For

example, visual- j¡formation is caried by light enerry but whether

what is carried is a meaningfì-rl irrage or a confì,tsion of colours and

shapes is indistlnguishable f?om the point of view of enerry.

Althougþ the distjnction between the two flrnctions of

enerry irrputs is not innnediately apparent jn familiar examples of

open systems such as organisms it is very apparent in human artifacts.

Onganisms such as anirnals ingest higþ quality enerry in the form of

aninal and plarrt n'e.tter and exhaust equivalent amounts of enerry in

the form of heat and material wastes but in a significantly reduced

state of organization. In this process they nraintain their nlaterial

structure and also operate their numerous subsystems. In artifacts,

however, maintenance of rnaterial structure and operation of the

IIt i" jnterestj¡g that formal (nethematical) identity exists between
the expressions of entropy (Second Law of Thermodynarnics) and in-
formation. However, speculation as to the i:rplications of this
identity are beyond the needs of thj-s paper.
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various subsystems are distinct tasks which receive distinct forms

of energy input. A computer, for exanple, i-s energized a¡d made

fmctional by an electronic enerry source. However, its material-

structure can only be n'ajntained by some outside agency which acts

as an extension of the nu.chjne. Thi-s outside agency must introduce

rnaterial substances 1n the form of parts to compensate for Wear.

This is the f\mction of the automobil-e mechani-c, television repair-

nan, and buildlng nu.j¡tenance crel^I. In terms of najntenance, then,

artifacts in themselves are closed. systems; they wear out, and can

only be mairrtai¡ed in a quasi-open state thrrough the actions of some

outside agency such as a hun:an acting as an extension of the artifact;

as the artifact is an extension of man.

Apparently the ability to n'ajntain its own material

structwe is unique to what are conventionally called living systems.

Non-livj¡g systems rnde of highl-y decay-resistant materials ntLy appear

to avoid the naintenAnce problems of closed systerns. However, this

is just a nøtter of viewing the system on a tjme scale appropriate

to its substance. From the hun'nn perspective, thougþ, these decay-

resistant materials n'ray be considered relatively self-naintaining or

more correctly n'e.j-ntena¡ce-f?ee. ttDlamond.S are Forevertt. Neverthe-

l-ess there is no necessAry reason why systems coul-d not be devised

which would be setf-n'aintalning in this sense. Whether they would

be considered livjng or not is j¡material. InterestingfV, medicjne
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has nade significant advances using the part replacement technique

developed for artifacts. In many instances when a living system can

no longer maj¡tai¡ itself due to failt¡re of some subsystem the sub-

system is replaced or reinforeed by a mechanical or even al-ien living

sulrrogate.

The distinctj-on between living and non-l-iving systems does

not enter jnto the reafm of jntelligence, however. ïntel-l-igence,

defjned as the ability to,¿tll.ize i¡formation (signal- inputs), is

becomlng increasingly conrnonpl-ace jn human artifacts. 0f course as

a system exists in a particular environrnent its intelligence is

relative to that envirorrnent or rather the nattrre of that environ-

ment?s signal inputs. Electronic tapes can be just as real an

environment as earth, sea and sþ. The computer and airplane auto-

pilot are conrnon examples of artificial intelli-gence. Even such a

general-ly dtmb artifact as a building has an intelligent subsystem

in its thermostatically controlled heating. Signal inputs and in-

telligence become increasingly more important to a system as its base

of survival- shifts flom static independence to dynam.ic j¡terdependence.

The extent to which a system is energized and naintained by

energy inputs and informed by signal irrputs is, in large measure, the

extent to which a system can majntain itself . Energy lnputs n'ajntain

its nnterial bei:rg. Information inputs j¡form it of its envjronmental-

situation so that, energized by enerry inputs, it can adjust and
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change in response to adjustments and changes w:ithin its envjron-

ment. In this way an open system carr maintain itsel_f in a dynamic

environment.
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CHAP1ER 5. BE}IAVING: SYSTHVI MORPHOSTASIS

The nature and even existence of a system is thrreatened by

the i¡ternal and environmental stresses whr-ich act upon it. In order

to rajntajn its thrreatened nature a system acts to obviate these

stresses. The acts of a system, its behaviour, arise out of the inter-

actions of its el-ements: Behavjng is a manifestation of being, a

response to stress.

5.I State

Although the concept of state i-s properly within the dis-

cussion of bei¡g it is unique with respect to being j11 that it
jnvolves the djmension of time, the djmension of behaving. Indeed

the fl-ilt significance of the concept of state only becomes apparent

jn the rel-ation of being to behavÍng. Thus it is used here to i;rtro-

duce the discussion of behaving.

As the nature of a system is defined by the relationships

among its elements it follows that the configurations jn which the

system can exist are al-so determined by these rel-ationships. For

exanple, three squares which can be joined only at the corner can be

joined in only two possible configurations.
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The state of a system at a particul-ar tjme is the configL;ration jl

which its elements exlst at tlnat time. Some systems, such as fossils,

and crystals, the jndividual fixed structtires coÍrnon to most bridges,

buildings, and. flrniture, and class status in feudal socleties, exist

in a single state for the length of their existence. However lmriy

systems exist in numerous states over tjme. A cactus blossom open

to the coot of the desert night exists i¡ a different state than when

it is cl-osed. to the heat of the day. Similarly a busjness office

exists jn different states when its nunager is chairing a sales meet-

ing, dictating a letter to his secretary, or conferring with his tax

consul-tant. Perhaps the system which exists in more states than any

other, and hence the one to which the djmension of tjme is most

critícal, is the human nrind which exists jn as many states as it has

thoughts.

5.2 VariabilitY

The behavior of a system at a particul-ar time, as it

arises fþom the interactions of the elements of the system, is deter-

mined by the particular configr-ration in which the elements exist;

that is, the state of the system, at that tjrne. Consequently the

variability of potential behavior of a system is deternrined by

the nrxnber of states in which it can exist.

The behavior of a system which can exist jn but one state j-s
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necessarily invariabl-e. This is the static behavlor of a structure

which nmst sinply withstand the loads bearing upon it. It is the

compulsì-ve behavior of Pavl-ovts dogs which salivate autonatically in

response to the soirnd of a bel-l-. It is also the constant behavior

of the slgn post which passively awaits observers. In each case no

repertoi-re of acts is available from which to select behavior in

r€sponse to the situation. A system of single state and consequent

invariability of behavior therefore must cope with the situation by

the strength of its response rather than the appropriateness of its

response; by force rather than fit.

The behavior of a system which can exist irt more than one

state may be variabl-e. Thus in response to each kind of situation

the system nlay choose afiþng different strategies; the nunùer dependent

upon the ru;rnber of states in which it can exist. This is the dynamic

behavior of a football team which seeks to gain yardage by utilizing

a variety of ptays, perniutations on the different configurations

which various specialized players can assume in cor¡junction with

different ball- handling procedures. Anj:nal behavior varj-es over a

repertoire of acts which jncreases in proportion to the j¡tel-ligence

of the ariifiAl. There are numerous ways jn which most anirnals can

meet their need for nouri-shment, witness especially the diet of man!

Even nany of nnnts material artifacts belnve variably. The swing-

wJng jet adjusts the configuration of its wings so as to maintain art
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opti:mm aerodynamlc shape with respect to its velocity. fn each

case a repertoire of acts is avail-able flom which to select behavior

1n response to the situation. A system of rultiple state and conse-

quent variabil-ity of behavior nay therefore cope with a situation

flrstly by the appropriateness of its response rather than the

strength of its response, by fit rather than force.

Materially buildings behave variably in nrinor but neverthe-

less significarrt r^rays. Tþically doors, windows, blinds, curtains,

au"nings, and fürniture can exist jn a few or nany different configura-

tions. In certain building types a more fornali-zed attitude toward

variability has developed. This attitude is n'enifested in office

design by'modular partition and f\.rrniture systems and, more recently,

by rroffi-ce landscape"; jrt hospital and l-aboratory design by

accessible and adjustable mechanical systems; and in school- design

by open area planning. However jn terms of nrajor adjustments of a

short term nature buildings, bV and large, are essentially invariabl-e.

Ttrls static rrature of npst buildings has been felt, in-

ereasingJ-y over the l-ast several- decades, to be an lnadeq-racy.

Conten'porary efforts jn this regard have been directed niaÍnly toward

the design of "buil-ding systemsrr. TÏrese systems are kits of parts,

somewhlat after the model of the material- aspects of the vernacular

house as developed in 17th and l8th century Japan. To date, however,

these kits of parts are such that they can be assembled into only

49
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minin'nJ-ly systemic buildings. The variability which they apparently

have is a f\.rnction of the independence of the part rather than the

dynamism of the whole. Perhaps the most widely Ìcrown example of the

"kit of partsrr building is the school building system developed by

the Educational Facil-ities le.boratory in Cal-ifornia (SCSD).

However there is another approach to variability in build-

ings which traces its lineage back to the cave. This approach is

embodied in its extreme form in contemporary architecture in the work

of Mies van der Rohe, one of the fjrst modern architects to concern

hlmself with the implications of the variability of 20th century l-ife.

To IVLies, in the wrcertainty of conteÍporary times, it was naive if

not blatantly irresponsibl-e to design to the limited criteria of the

specific j¡tent. Rather Mies chose to design a ltuniversal spacett, a

space which cou1d be ariything its inhabitants chose to perceirr"l it

to be.2 Thus a space was variable as a functlon of the adjustment of

the perception of its inhabitants rather than just-of the adjustment

of its physical parts. 0f course, it is debatable as to whether or

not Mies actually was abl-e to design the urj-versal space of which he

fttTo pur"ei-vettas used here is obviously other than simplyitto senserr.
Perception i:rvolves the ordering of sensatj-on, an act of understanding.

2Th" ro"" radical- aspects of this concept wil-l- be considered in the
next chapter, Becoming: System Morphogenesis.
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spoke. Nevertheless as is evidenced by the baronial hal-ls of feudal-

Ð:rope ard the longþouses of the Iroquois every aspect of (d.omestic)

l-1fe can be conducted withj¡ the confjnes of a sinple envelope just

by an adjustment of the perception of the i¡habitants.

Variability by adjustment of perceptj-on is more profound

than just an approach to planreing, however. It is also art expression

of the j¡herent variability of phenomenal systems such as the genius

of a place. Obviously as this character of place arises flom the

jnteraction of the buil-ding and its j¡Ïrabitants it is as variable as

is the j¡habitantrs perception of the buitding. Thus any building

may be a nn-rltiplicity of "places" even to an individual- jnhabitant.

That this mrttiplicity of perception is an active aspect in every

good work of art is evident jn the debate which it arouses. A good

work of art has an i:rherent ambiguity and multiplicity of aspect which

engend.ers neny interrelated and even contradictory perceptions, both

in terms of wTnt it is and jn terms of the signifieance of what it is.

That the architectrs perception of his ovm building is often at odds

with that of the public j-s confirmation of this. Indeed if it were

not for this abil-ity of the jnhrabitant to adjust his perception of a

buildi-r:g to h-is own needs it would be difficult to explain the

contjnued potency of the monuments of long extjnct civil-izations.

Needl_ess to say the genius of a place is also variabl-e as

a fL¡nction of adjustments of the physical parts of the building.
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Even physical- vari-ations outside of the building affect its

character. Thus the daily weather; the regular passage of day to

night to day; and the yearly cycle of the seasons cause variations

in the mood of a place.

0f the physical adjustments actually of the building

perhaps the most comîon are the variability of arrangement in

fUrnishings and the variability in the pattern of artificial illumi-

nation. Simply by the arrangement of chajrs jn a room many different

places can be created. An island of j¡tell-ectual- conmunion is

created by the ttround-tabletr organizaLLon of the semjnar. The

asyrnnetry of the fornal- l-ecture is jnitiated simply by the subor-

dination of the chairs to the lectern. The jnformality of a lounge

is set by the ryouping of its fì.:rnishings. Similarly silply by a

change in the lightjng of a theatre the atmosphere changes from one

of public gala to private fantasy.

By virtue of its behavior a system exists tLrrough time; its

temporal nature a fUnction of its variability. F?om one state to

another, opened to closed, public gala to prJ-vate fantasy, archj-tec-

ture is n'earringfìrlly neasured in time.

5.3 Stability

A system is generally subject

as a resul-t of irùierent inconsistenci-es

stresses both f?om withi¡

incompatibil-ities among

q)

to

or
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the rel-ationships of its elenents or as a resul-t of its energy or

i¡rformation needs; arid f?om without, as a resul-t of stresses acting

upon it f?om the environnent. A system which behaves so as to n'ain-

tain its essential- nature in the face of these internal and envi-ron-

mental stresses is said to be stable. Obviously, stability is

essential for the continued existence of a system.

A system can rnaintaln its stability only if its variability

of behavior equals or

can it respond to al-l

exceeds that of its environment for only then

of the stresses which rey conre to bear upon it.l
Thus, for exarple, one light or two woul-d not be good enougþ for Paul

Revere today for the British might come by land, sea, or air. Similarly,

a theatre system capable of thrust and proscenium stages nmst eventually

be found inadequate by a theatre company which finds it necessary to

util-ize theatre-in-the-rowrd as well as thnist and proscenium stages.

The possible environrnents jn which a system can be stable is limited

by the variability of its behavior - the greater the variability the

greater the range of environnrents.

As a product of the behavior of a system, stability can only

be understood as the resul-t of the i¡teractions of its el-ements. The

stability of an arch, for example, is a fUncti-on of the interdepen-

dence of the individual- rocks - remove one and the whole arch

lA"frnyts Law of Requisite Variety - see lü. R. Ashby, rVariety,
Constrairrt, ffid the law of Requisite Varietyr'.
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collapses. The stability of a boat under sail- resul-ts from the

dynamic interaction of the moments (lever forces) Oue to wind 1n the

sails, water on the centerboard, and displacement of ballast. An un-

answered change in any of these factors rây cause the boat to capsize.

Si:nilarly the homeostasis of the hunnn body is a fl;nction of the

jnteractions of its parts. For exarple, the constant temperature of

the body is maintained by proportioning the production of heat which

necessariÌy acconpanies all orgarric activity, and the l-oss of heat

so that the net galn or loss jn temperature couriteracts the ten'pera-

ture stress of the environrnent. The variabl-es involved in striking

this batance concern both the rate of heat loss and the rate of heat

production. The rate of heat l-oss is variabl-e as a fl;ncti-on of the

volume of bl-ood flowing near the body surrface, and the rate of

evaporation of body n'oisture, both on the skjn and in the lungs.

The rate of heat production j-s variabfe as a f\.rnction of non-essential

organismic activity, some of it auton'e.tic such as shivering, and the

rate of metabol-ism within the body. Thus by n'ranipulating these

mechanisms with respect to one artother the temperatr..¡re stress of

the environment, whether it be toward raising or loweri-ng the body

temperature, can be counteracted and the constant ten'perature of the

body naintajned.

stability can only be lmderstood as a product of the inter-

actions of the elements of a system, a condition of the whole which
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results from the lnteractions of the parts. Stability is a

singularly systenric property.

5.4 Equilibrium

It is an axiom of natural sci-ence that all systems are jn

flux until they achieve a conditi-on of stability. Thus j-n order to

exist in a single state over time, to behave invariably, a system

m;st be stable. Equilibrium is the stability of systems of single

state.

Systems which behave jnvariably are systems whose

perfornunce-eggs are in a single behavioral--basket; they may cope

with stress onJ-y j¡ the strengbh of thejr response. There is no

intelligence or selectivity in this behavior, just endtirance. Ttds,

of course, is not to say that systems which exist in a single state

are capable of only one act, one response to all types of stress.

As there are numerous t¡rpes of stress jnvariable bèhavior may in-

volve numerous types of response; however, for each type of stress

there can be only one response. For example the hunun behavior

which origÍlates in the attitude that 'fthere is only one way to

do ... something", l-ike the conpul-sive behavior of Pavlovfs dogs, is

i¡variable. Different types of tasks may be accomplished jn

different ways, but each type of task n'ay be accomplished in only

one way.

55
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Thus, as the stability of a system is dependent upon the

variability of its behavior equaling that of its envirornnent,

equilibrium is possible only jn an envirori¡nent of invariable behavior.

Gravity is such an environment. Consequently structures which m-ist

simply resist the force of gravity require no variability of behavior.

0f course most structures are also subject to secondary envjronmental-

forces of variable behavior. These variable forces are accoilmodated,

however, si-nrply by designÍng the structure on the assumption that

they exJ-st at their greatest val-ue at all times. Hence, whll-e the

structure may be overdesigned with respect to these forces at most

tines, it need not be vari-abl-e.

Nevertheless envirorrnents are rarely invariable, especially

environments of whi-ch nu.n is an essential part, ffid so systems of

jnvariable behavior are severely limited in thejr applicability. For

example jrr an auditorium designed specifically for a particular per-

forrance jnvariable acoustic behavior is cl-early adequate. However

jn the more typical case of an auditorium j¡ which a variety of

performances and performing arts rutst 'oe acconmcdated acoustic be-

havior comparable to that of the particular-performance auditorium

is possible only througþ variabil-ity of behavior. More commonly,

while jndividual- tables and chairs ney be jnvariabl-e the relationships

between these individual- flrrnishings is generally highly imriable.

Consider the si¡pIe desk-chajr relationship, let alone the l.ride
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variety of interpersonal situations which are refl-ected in the

arrangenent of f\.rniture. Thus, while el-ements withjn a fUrniture

system may be invariable, the system, as a whol-e, rrutst be h-igþly

variabl-e.

5.5 Morphostasis

UnJ-ike systems of single state which must slmply bear up

under internal and environmental stress, systems of mtltiple state

can obviate stress by assuming that particular state or sequence of

states most appropriate to the situation. Systems which behave

variably maintain their stability by fit rather thnn force.

Morphostasis is the stability of systems of n-nrltiple state. f

frr order to select the state or sequence of states

appropriate to its contjnued morphostasis a system firstly must

have inforn'ation as to its situation, and secondly rmst have some

mechanism which on the basis of this Ínfornation is capable of

selecting an appropriate course of action.2 Tn short, morphostasis

l-Properly rnrphostasis is the generic term applicable to all forms of
system stability includÍng equilibrium. However, equilibriwn is used
here to designate the stability of systems of single state as these
systems are treated as a special- case of systems of multiple state.

2As jnformation is essential to the mainternnce of mcrphostasis only
systems open to signal inputs can be morphostatic. Also as enerry is
expended in dynamic behavior only systems open to enerry inputs can be
morphostatic. Consequently only open d¡mamic systems can be morpho-
static. In arìy case by virtue of the second law of thernndynamics
closed dynamic systems must eventually become static.
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is d.eperdent upon some forrn of systems intelligence, whether it be

reflexive or reflective.

Central to the nature of this intelligence is the nature

of the j¡fornøtion it utilizes. Specifically the jnfor¡nation

essential to morphostasis is information, cornnonly termed rffeedbackrr,

of the relation between the stresses actjng upon the system and the

behavior of the state it is in. If the behavior is such that it

tends to reduce stress, morphostasis is rejnforced. Consequently

feedback is positive and the system will tend to remajn jn the state

it is in. If the behavior is such that it tends to increase stress

morphostasis is jeopardized. Consequently feedback is negati-ve aild

the system wil-l- tend to assume a different state, one which will-

counteract the resul-ts of the previous, detrimental state. Thus by

conti¡uaIly assessing its behavior in relation to jnternal and en-

vironmental stress the system j-s able to adjust so that the stresses

acting upon it are mjnjmlzed.

Morphostasis is essentia-l- to the continued existence of

every living system. In order to ma-intain life stresses due to

enerry needs, chianges of envjrorment, and predators nust al-l- be kept

jn check. Even the most prjmitive of organi-sms, algae for example,

change state in response to stress, carbon dioxide arx1 organic

nutrients f?om the water and sol-ar energy f?om the sun. Ascending

the evolutionary ladder morphostatic mechanisms become more diverse

and complex. Man, the self-proclajfied surunit of this ladder, not
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only n'ran-ifests a most fÍnely tuned homeostasis of body which is

essential to the contjxr.rance of his 1ife, but also nnnifests a

unique morphostasis of mind which is essential- to the contjnuance of

the quality of Ì:-1s life.

Morphostasis is al-so essential- to the continued existence

of all supra-living systems; systems whose elements are living

systems. The prey-predator coupJ-e jn whj-ch the ntmbers of both prey

and predator are rn:tually regutatory j-s a well-Icrown example of

morphostasis conrnon to ecosystems. Systems of ren, Soci-al systems,

are al-so dependent upon morphostatic mechanisms for thejr contirrued

existence. Indeed this evident dependence on morphostatic nechanisms

is so geeat that n'nny of these systems have clearly defÍned sub-

systems whose express purpose it is to act in this respect. These

subsystems are l¡nown aS governÍng bodies. The archetypical governing

bod.y is, of course, the state which acts so as to reduce pressures

brought to bear upon it by various j;rterest groups.l

Morphostasis also exists among systems composed of man-

nlachi:le couples. For exanple in travel-ling by autonpbil-e the driver

acts as an jntelligent subsystem of the couple, a morphostatic

nechanism which regulates the behavior of the automobile.

IaThe ¡ustness of any society is dependent upon how representative
these pressures are of the elements which constitute thlat society.
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However morphostasis also exists among sorne man-nade

systems which contajn no living subsystems. These systems, which

contai¡ intelligent subsystems cal-led servoqnechanisms, have been

the source of gfeat excitement since 1950. Indeed sen/o-mechanisms

have been hailed as prototypes of the second j¡dustrial revoÌution,

the cybernetic revolution. The reason for this excitement is the

real.i:zation that ne.chine morphostasis is the l-ast step in removing

n,an f?om all those forms of mechanical- activity wh-1ch is necessary

to him, but with which he woul-d rather not concern himself . Contem-

porary examples of servo-mechartisms range fþom the household

thermostat to the airplane auto-pilot. The essence of these

n'rechanisms is that once performance standards have been established

the system will- perform to these standards regardless of the pattern

or timing of stresses which act upon it. The auto-pilot, for example,

once set will naintain a straigþt and level- course automatically

correcting any d.isplacement in the ro11, pitch, or- heading of the

plane. In fact the auto-pi]ot is al-so capable of n'nking pre-planned

course changes. Theoretically, once initiated, any mechanical

behavior can be accompU-shed entjrely without hurnn jnvol-vement.

6o
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CHAPTER 6. BECOMING: SYSTEV] MORPHOGEÀIESIS

The internal and environmental- stresses i¡rhich act upon a

system may change. To n'rajntain its existence the system must change

accordingly; it must adapt to its new situation. With each change,

each becomjng, beÍng and behaving are defjned anew: being and be-

having ar€ a fl.¡nction of becoming.

6.1 change

There are thlree types of change within a system by which

it can adapt to cknnges jn the i:rternal and envjronmental stresses

actlng upon it: potential- relationships among the elements of the

system nray be acttsal-:irzed, existing relationships anong the elenents

of the system nay be changed, and e]ements nay be added to or sub-

tracted flom the system.

The first source of change w1thjn a syst_em, the

actuafizatj-on of potenti-at relationships among its elements, is the

tying of some of thertloose endsttwh|ch exist jn a1l- systems. For

exanple, as a child matwes his bodily movements become ITþre co-

ordinated - a process in which potential rel-ationships in the control

of individual- muscl-es are actualized.

so too, in nrariy cities whj-le the urban core afld subt¡rban

municipalities are fUnctionally lnterdependent no goverrunental- re-

lationship exists between them. This often resu-l-ts in great tax
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inequities whi-ch threaten not only the unfavoured partner, the core,

but the whol-e as a consequence. In order to rectify thris lnequity

a governmental- relationship may be defined, aralganation being its

extreme form.

However, change as a resul-t of the tyjng of l-oose ends

finds its paradign in the realm of art. The source of the perpetual

fecr.rndity of art lies j¡ the contjnuous unfol-ding of previously un-

perceived relationships which not only color and shade the existing

multiplicity of jr.lxtaposed meanings but also, in the perception of

an original mind, give ri-se to entjrely new meanings. By its very

nature, art is as changeable as the mjnd that perceives it.

The second type of change withjn a system, the change of'

existing relationshr-ips among its elements, is a change in the very

nature of the el-ements, for, by virtue of the defiriÍng role of the

rel-ationships among the elements of a system, to change the relati-on-

ships is to change the elenents and conversely to-change the

elements nust be to change the rel-ationships.l This type of change

rrray be jnitiated fþom withjn the system as when a society changes

its laws in accordance with its changing values or when a personts

perception of a place changes as a result of a new understanding of

'ltsee section 3.1 ffElementsrrfor a dlscussj-on of the defjning role of
the rel-ati-onships of an element.
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the relationshi-ps of its parts and their relationship to him. Even

some systems which are independent of hl..rnan intelligence ar€ capable

of jnternally initiating this type of change. The chess-pÌaying

conputer, for exampl-e learns f?cxn its errors correcting the relation-

ships w-ithjn its n'enory banks.

In systems lacking this kind of reflective i¡telligence

changes of the existing relationships of its el-ements must be

initiated f?om without. The n'raterial renovation of buildings is a

classic example. Here ÍEn, arì intelligence outsi-de of the system,

must change parts and the rel-ationships among the parts as his needs

of the buildÍng change. 0f course as intelligent nnchines exist

which can actually change their orgxtization, not just their state,

it is conceivable that servo-mechanisms coul-d be developed which

could i¡itiate riaterial change within buildings.

The thjrd type of change within a system, the additíon or

subtraction of elements has inplications beyond itsel-f for it jnvol-ves

the addition or subtraction of relationships with other elements

r^rithin the system and hence has implicatioris on the nature of these

elenents as wel-l-. For example, adding a support to a system of

supports carrying a contjnuous l-oad causes the l-oad caried by every

jndividual support to change. Introducing a new person jnto a ryoup

causes each member of the group to enlarge his set of relationships

and may even change the social- order of the group so that a great
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nrarry other relationships of each member are changed in the process.

A change jrr the n¡rber of elements may be simply a change

jn the extension of a system. More area is required so several

structural- bays are added to a building. In order to util-ize acculru-

l-ated capital a company expands its operations. Due to a lack of

supply ability an army is forced to sacrifice its outer-most

battalions. Al-so a change jrr the nurnber of elernents may be a change

jn the connections withj¡ a system. This is the case where elements

act as 1i¡ks between different parts of the system. fhe construction

of a bridge, for example, connects separated parts of the street

system of a city. Sfunilar1y long distance ljnes connect the tel-e-

phone systems of different connunities.

However, changing the nt¡ùer of e]ements of a system rather

than just changing the rarrge of its abil-ities ray charìge the very

nature of its abil-ities. Thus the addition of a specialized sub-

system, sight to a bljnd mân, for example, radically changes the

behavior of whj-ch the n'nn is capable. Similarly the jntroduction

of n'ø.ss higþ-speed public transportation in the urban core of a city

changes not only the means by which people move f?om one part of the

cor€ to the other but also changes the scal-e and organization of the

city as wel-l-.

It is evident that ctnnge within a system is a higþly

ranrified occurrence -- a change in part having implications
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througþout the whole.

6.2 Self-Amplifying Change

Sometimes a change withjl a system 1s not so significant

jn itsel-f but rather is significarrt for the process of self-

amplifying chrange which it i¡itiates. This is the process re-

presented by the exponenti-al curve, the vici-ous cycle, the infl-ationary

or depressiornry spiral, escalation and compor.rnded ryowth or decay.

The mechanics of self-amplifying change are basically si:rple: A

change is nade within the system. This change is such that the

feedback whl-ich the system receives of its new environmental

situation i¡duces increased additional change wlthin the system

whieh jn turn i:rduces even more cha¡ge within the system and So on'

In thls way the initial- gernrinal change j¡itiates a self-amplifying

process of greater and greater change.

Population growbh is a paradigm exanple. In a constant

population the rate of bjrths equals the rate of deaths. However

1f these rates are changed so that there are more births than deaths

the populati-on will increase. Given the maintenance of this greater

rate of births than deaths each generation witl be a certajn propor-

tion larger than the previous generation. In other words each

generation wil-l see a greater jncrease j¡ popul-ation than the

prevj-ous generation. The change in population is self-arnplifying.

65
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Of cor-rrse, once the process of self-amplifying change has been

i¡_itiated it does not follow that it i-s uncontrol]able or irrever-

sible. Indeed the process itsel-f has i¡herent l-jmits. Not only is

the population growbh ]imited by the obviously fjnite ability of

the worl-d. to sustain life, there also seem to be critical densities,

at least among non-hurnn populations, at which the process breaks

down. \^lithi:r these inherent l-lmits population ryowth can be con-

troll-ed slmply by manipulatìng the relative rates of births and

deaths. Thus the fact that this process of change feeds upon itself,

is self-an'plifying, does not preclude that it ca¡ be control-led '

Self-amplifyingchangemaybeinitlatedbyanyofthe

types of change previously discussed. The ttbrea.llirtgtt of a code

provides an excel-l-ent exanple of the setf-amplifying process which

can be j¡itiated by the actualization of potential rel-ationships'

once an initial rel-ati-onship is defined; that is, the "key" to the

code is discovered., the remainder of the relationships which make up

the code rapldly fall- jnto place. Thus with the discovery of the

Rosetta Stone the meaning of Eryptian llieroglyphj-cs was readily

deciphered.

A change jn the relationships within a system, a change

jn the elements of the system, n'e.y also i¡itiate a process of

self-amplifying change. Ttrus the renewal of a degenerated urban

area is often sparked by an initial germirtat project. The effect of
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the introduction of this proiect is to attract a few more projects

into the area. These additional projects further enfiarlce the area

as a slte for devel-opn'ent So even more projects are a?tracted to the

area arid the process of self-amplifVjng renewaf is r-urderway. 0f

course, the reverse of this process of renewal n'ay al-so occur. An

urban area may be subject to self-anplifying degenerati-on. Initially

only a sn'811 part of the area nay be misused or all-owed to decay.

Unfortunately the degenerated condition of this part deval-ues the

neighbouring parts withj¡ the area and so they, too, nay be all-owed

to d.ecay; the original occupants probabJ-y moving to a more suitable

area. This f\rrther devafues the arlea, and So on, i,,rith the result

that a vicious cycle of devaluation rapidly causes conplete degenera-

tion of the area.

In a sinrilar ma¡ner the addition or subtraction of elements

ltÐy also initiate a process of self-amplifying change within a

system. Thus the growbh of a city is jnitiated by the establishment

of some com-runity facitity; a fort, store or transportation terminal,

for exan-ple. Because neigþbouring facilities tend to be mutually

reinforcjng as a center for patrons, even if they offer competitive

services, this facility nay become the nucleus about which fUrther

growth develops. If this is the case, with the addition of every

facility the centre becomes more attractive as a site for f\.irther

growth and so the by now famili-ar process of self-amplifying clnnge
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proceeds. In fact, this process of growth is self-amplifying not

only 1n the sense that with every additi-on to the center its pro-

clivity to fUrther growLh 1s increased but al-so jn the sense that

its rel-atively greater proclivity to growth j:lhibits the g¡owth of

l-esser centers jn the reg|on -- its growth is self-an'plifying in a

rel-ative as well- as absol-ute sense. Thus depending upon the growth

potential of the region the nucleus may grow to be a vil-l-age, town

or even city.

6.3 Energence

fnherent to every system are ljrrrits jn the extension of

its abilities beyond which flrther extension necessi-tates an

extension of its nulti-l-evel order.

Thus the emergence of a governÍng supra-system is

necessitated by an increase in the complexity of interaction among

systems which is beyond the ability of each individuat system to

üEnage. For exampl-e whil-e aircrafb were few and slow the activiti-es

of taking off and la¡ding could be nanaged by v1sual or radio

conmunication among the jndividual pilots. However, as the numbers

a¡d speed of aircraft increased, it became impossible for each

individual pilot to maintain appropriate behaviour wi-th respect to

al-l of the other aircrafí. At this point it became necessar¡l to

integrate the activities of the various jndividual aircraft thrrougþ
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the means of an ajr control system.

The recent history of environmental control demonstrates

a similar emergence of a governing suprasystem. Thus at the turn-

of-the-century temperature, humidlty, and ventil-ation were dealt

with more or less independently: temperature was controlled by

stoking or damping the f\rrnace and raising or lowering shades ard

awnings, humidity rd$t be dealt with simpfy by putting a pan of

water jn fþont of a radiator, ventil-ation was dealt with by the

opening or closing of windows. Today, however, much greater envjron-

mental control- is possible because temperature, hunidity and

ventilation have been integrated by a cybernetic supra-system i-nto

what is terned rrair-conditi-oningtt.

The emergence of subsystems is necessitated by art

elaboration of behaviour beyond that possibl-e at the l-evel- of the

system. Sì-rbsystems are an e1aboration of the abilities of a system

within the existing fbamework of the system. For-example the

evo]ution of the automobil-e has been niuch an exercise jn elaboration;

the emergence of subsystems. In the fjrst automobiles the f\lndamental-

parts, the power train and body, already existed. From this point on

development, although increasing the gross abil-ities of the power

train, conspicuously has been concerned with rrsnoothlng out the

bumpsrt. This has mearrt the development of such refirtements in the

power train as battery powered ignition, autore.tic transmisslon,

69
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hydraulic steering and braking, pneunatic tires and shock absorbers.

In the body developn'ent has taken the form of such refinements as

windsh-ield wipers and washers, air conditioning, power windows and

seats, and even secondary entertainment systems such as radios, tape

decks, and televisions.

Wright t s kairie Houses are al-so an excellent exan'ple of

elaboration througþ the emergence of sub-systems. In these houses

a theme is stated on the scal-e of the whol-e and then reiterated

thrroughout the successively smaller scales of the parts. Ïn this

way the inhabitantrs perception of the house is rejnforced on every

tevel of his experience. In the Coonley House, for example, this

emergence of subsystems, and subsystems withjn subsystems, for the

purpose of elaboration is especially evident -- ilharmony spreads to

every material of which it is made. Study will reveal- that shapes

lrr lead, in glass, in wood, in copper, irt terra-eotta, in concrete

are mirror-1nages, Iarge or small, of each other and of the whole.ttl

(12, 13)

6.4 Adaptation

Adaptation is the result of change within a system or

lc. c. Manson, Frank Lloyd \¡lright to 1910, p. 95
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system-type thrrougþ which its existence is rnai¡tained in a ehangJng

environment. The types of change within a system by which adaptation

is achieved have been considered. Therefore the question at hand is,

By what means are these types of change util-ized to achieve

adaptation; both phylogenic adaptation - the adaptation of the

system-type, and ontogenic adaptation - the adaptation of the

individual system?

l^lithjrl nattral- systems phylogenic adaptati-on is the result

of charice variations among jndlviduals withln the system-type those

of which are adaptive to the changing environn'ent survive and propa-

gate the type after their nature. Ttris is the fanriliar Darwiniart

formula of chance variation and natural- selection.

CIrtogenic adaptation within natural systems occurs most

importantly in the form of change in the information utilizing

ability of a system -- learning. Th-is change may jnvolve the

addition of new bits of jnfornu.tion, the defjnitioh of new relationships

among bits of jnformatlon af.ready acquired, or even, since all- learn-

ing is not appropriate, redefinition of existing rel-ationships which

have been found inappropriate.

0f more interest is adaptation within nu.n-made systems.

CLristopher Alexander has dlvlded adaptation within man-made systems

and system-types jnto two broad cfasses; those wÏ:-ich are the product

of tradition, a process of wrselfconscious adaptations, and those
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which are the product of a designer conscious of his rol-e as an

i¡novator, a process of self-conscious adaptations.I

The implications of these differing processes upon the

rnorphogenesis of the system-type are profound. Unselfconscious

phylogenic adaptation, like rrati.ral evol-ution, is a very gradual

process. Individual systems within the system-type may be varied,

but, because of the strong direction of tradition, only jn a few

respects. Unsuccessf\rt variations a-re not repeated whrile successflrl

variations are enul-ated thereby molding the system-type after thejr

natlire. Of course, wrl-ike natural evolution, these variations are

based at least to a deryee upon understanding rather than chance.

Neverfheless the results are Sjmilar, successf\rl adaptation, but

only in a slowly changing envjronment.

sel_f-conscious phylogenic adaptation, on the other hand,

because it is the product of a designer, who while he is undoubtedly

conscious of his place j¡ traditi-on is not completely ruled by it,

tends to be less t'i-nevitabl-e'1. The designer jn order to establish

his individuality tends to become wiIlfuI, his variations of the

system-type involvjng the change of nyore variables than can be

readily handled. Consequently adaptation becomes much more diffieult

'l
'C. Alexander. Notes on the Synthesis of Form
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to attai¡. However, this l-oss of ease is compensated irt two

respects. Self-consciousness releases rnan from bondage to tradition.

Thus rather than watch his f\rtwe r.urfol-d before hirn, the uncontroll-

abl-e intersection of tradition and circumstance, man ray actively

participate in its directi-on. To be sure this is not a repudiation

of tradition it is merely al'ì a\^iareness of the jndividual- as an

instrument for change. Also, self-consciousness in releasing nnn

frr¡m the unrnitigated control of tradition nnkes possible changes of

the scope necessary to achieve adaptation jn a rapidly changing

environment such as our own.

The i:rplications of the differing processes of unself-

conscious and self-consci.ous adaptation upon the individual- system

white perhaps less profound than upon the system-type are a good

deal more im'nediate. Unself-conscious ontogenic adaptation i-s

basically a very straight forward process. Once a misfit between

the system and its envjronment is detected the utflizer of the system

sinply makes the appropriate changes with the nu.terial-s at hand.

This djrectness curtails any possible ramlfications nrlsfit may have

thrroughout the rest of the system keeping the problem of adaptation

conrparatively simple .

Self-conscious ontogenic adaptation lacks this type of

d jrectness. Here special-ists using specialized materiafs are re-

quired. to ne.ke any necessary adaptations. Consequently the util-i-zer

of the system is hesitarrt to have minor adaptations npde. Misfits
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are left to ranrify tÌ:rough the system before the servj-ces of a

special-ist are acquired., the result being that adaptations are much

more corplex and thus comparatively more difficult to achieve.

Contemporary architects have n'nde numerous attempts to

develop more adaptability within the i¡dividual- building.

Mies van der Rohets concept of universal space which was discussed

with respect to the concept of change of state is npre radically

applicable to the concept of change of system. As it is possible

to vary onets perception of a place it is also possible, irt response

to a changing environment, to change onets perception of a pl-ace. Thus

as the chricago Loop has developed over the l-ast 20 years the

individual Miesian tower has changed f?om a note of startling clarity

in a synpathetic but somewhat more diffUsed s¡nrphony to a note of re-

iteration in a synrphony of staccatoed enphasis.

ItUniversal Spacert applies to adaptability within the material

order of a buil-ding as wel1, of course. It is a statement of the fact

that the fUnction of a space can be determi¡ed by the attitude the

util-izer of the space brings to it as well as by its physical defj¡i-

ti-on. How workable this approach to change can be is evidenced by the

Georgian towi'ùrouses of London wh1ch, over the decades, have changed

fyom private residences to apartments to offices and schools without

requiring significant physical- redefj¡ition within the najor spaces.

W and large, however, contemporary architects have
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concentrated their search for greater material adaptability jn the

area of physical change. Surprisingly this search has resu1ted jrt

but a single fUndamental observation. The underlyi¡g concept, comnon

to the numerous forrmrl-ations for greater adaptability in buiÌdings,

is the ord.ering of the subsystems of a buildlng in terms of permanence,

the most pernranent forming a matrix i-nto which the less pern'nnent are

suspended. Thus the l-ess perma¡ent subsystems nay be changed inde-

pendently of the more permanent subsystems. Most famil-iarl-y this

concept is expressed i¡ terms of a large scale j¡f?a-structure into

which various transient modules of differing f\rnction may be rrplugged"

d.epending upon the needs of the moment.

6.5 Revolution

The changes within a system which were discussed at the

begi¡ning of this chapter are essentially changes in detail, modifica-

tions on the scale of the subsystem. However, thère is a l-1mit to

the extent of change posslble within a system on the scale of on the

subsystem. Beyond, this l-imit f\,¡rther change necessitates a change

on the scale of the system as a whol-e. Th-is is a char€e jn the

f\.mdamentaf nature of the system -- revolution.

Revol_ution nÞy be necessitated by the addition of sub-

systems to a system. This is a consequence of, what Boul-ding calls,

the prÍnciple of non-proportj-onal change which states that as a
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system grows the proportions of its sub-systems and of its significant

variables ca¡not relrgin constant. For exanple art jncrease in the

lj¡ear dinensions of a system will increase its aa'eas as the Square

and its volumes as the cube, of the j¡crease jn l-inear djmension'

The consequences of this princi-pte can be sinply illustrated: In a

system of surface-breathj:rg, surface-mj¡inrizing circles the addition

to the ixitial- nucleus of one element of elements two tlrrougþ six is

a nEtter of detail, a change on the scale of the subsystem. However,

the addition of a seventh element necessitates a fundamental change

jn the nature of the system -- either its surface-breathing or
I

surface-nri'imizing character rnr"rst be cha'ged.' (14)

Revofutiorury chanæs after this n'anmer occur conrnonly,

almost without notice.

trArchitecture and biolory -- two sciences which are nuch
more cfosely related than might appear at first sigþt --
provide adnirable examples. A one-room schoolhouse,
t:_t<e trre bacterium, can afford to be rougþly globular atrd
can still- n'e.intain effective contact with its environment
-- getting enougþ light and nutrition (chr-1ldren) jnto its
j:rterior through its wau-s. Larger schools, like worms,
become long in relation to thejr vol-ume in order to give

IIt i" evident from this discussion that Le Corbusierts plan for a
Irfuseum of Unl-inrited GrowLh is j¡herently unworkabl-e or rather workabl-e

onty within ljnits! Obviously the ability of the inhabitants of the
lfusóum to conprehend its orgarization as wel-l as thejr ability to walk
its hal-ls plaões Ïmits on the ultinate size to which it may ryoui'
Beyond thi; lj-mit f\.rrther ggowbh woul-d require a fì-mdamental- reor-
gúization of the cjrcu1ation system possibty including the
introduction of a transportation subsystem.
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every room at l-east one outside wal-l. Still larger
school-s develop wings and courtyards, following the
general principle that a structure cannot be more than
two rooms thick if it i-s to have adequate breathing
facil-ities. This is the insect level- of architecture
(skin-breathi:lg). The invention of artificlal ventila-
tion (l-ungs) and il-luniination (optlc nerves) rnakes
theoretically possible at any rate nmch larger structures
of a rrglobularrr or cubic type, wj-th inside rooms artifi-
cially venti-lated and lit, just as the devel-opment of
lirngs, bowels, nen/es, and brajns (a11 involving the
extensj-ve convolution to get more area per unit of vol-ume)
enabled living matter to transcend the approxirately
three-jnch lindt set by the insect (skj¡-breathjng)
pattern. In the absence of such devices fl.rther growLh
of the structure involves splitting up Ínto separate build-
ings (ttre campus) for some other orgatttzational device] of
which the biological analory is the ternrite or bee col-ony."l

A more conmonly perceived cause of revol-ution is the need

for change in some of the el-ements,/relationships wlthÍn a system

which can only be brought about by a change on the scale of the

system as a whole. Revofutiorøry changes j:r thought, for example,

are necessitated by nrisfits between existing theory and ltrealityrt

wh-1ch carurot be resolved, even after nunerous attempts, by a change

2
t_rÌ deEar_I .

fn architecture, too, revolution is often necessj-tated by

a need for change withj¡ the existing order of a system beyond that

possible on the scale of the subsystem. Urban traffic congestion,

lx. n. Boulding, trToward a
2t. s. Kuhrì, The Structure

General Theory of Growthtr.

of Scientific Revolutions.
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for exanple, is a problem the sol-utlon to which, it is generally

fel-t, does not lie within the adaption of existing transportation

systems. Rather a charge in the very nature of lirban transportation,

a change to a hierarchy of public transportation systems -- connuter

traj¡s, subways, artd moving sidewal-ks, for example -- is needed.

Sirnilarly the sol-ution to the problem of suburban sprawl (by those

who see it as a problem) has involved a fundamental redefinition of

the resi-dential- environment. Thi-s redefinition has taken such

differing but equally radical forms as the wtj-versal dispersal of

!ùright t s Broadacre City and the nii:riaturization of Soleri's

Archologies.

A more pervasive manifestation of revolution in

architecture occurs at the scale of the jndividual- building. (On

the scal-e of the City, this is not revol-ution but normal- adaptive

change.) Revolutlon within the j¡dividual- building occurs when it

is more tteconomicaftt to build anew rather than reRovate the exi-sting

buildÍng. Examples are comrnonpl-ace. However, caried to its logical

extreme this attitude toward change results irt a concept which, for

fli¿tny, attacks the very nature of architectwe. This concept is one

of i:rperr,ranence, the jndividual building in a perpetual state of

revol-ution -- rrdisposable architecturerr.

of course, revolution is a much less assured process than

adaption. Ofben revolutionary change brings with it problems more
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severe than those which necessitated

failure of the rrbull-dozerrr approach

evidence of this.

the revol-ution. The general

to urban renewaf is drarnatíc

Br
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The archritectural entity i-s cornnonly thought to be a build-

ing or complex of buildjngs and perhaps such accompanyjng phenomena

as pavements and. plantings. To rqy nrind thr-is conception of what the

architectr.lral entity is, even thougþ it refl-ects what archritects

spend most of their tj¡re desigrjng, is too narrow. The essence of

architectr.re is that it is the human habitat. As such not only

buildings, groups of buildjngs, urbarÌ spaces, and gardens, and the

cities which these nnke up, but also velricles Such aS'boats, automo-

bites and airplanes and. even the riaturaf landscape constitute archr-i-

tectr.ral entities. The architectural entity is anythr-ing or rather

any rrplacett which nn:r j¡habits.

The particular nature of the architectural enti-ty will be

discussed jn this second part of the thesis. Specifically this

discussion i-s of the systems whrich order the diffe_rent dir'ensj-ons of

the architectural entity. Needless to say, these systems are ab-

stractions, and aS Such are n'erely different views of a single non-

deconposable entitY.
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CHAPTM 7. ARCHTIECTIME AS A MATER]AL SYSTEM

The relationships arnong the material parts of the archi-

tectural entity constitute its niaterial- order. Relationships with

man may be incl-uded in this system but only man as an extension of

the architectural entity, a sen/o-mechar-1sm, or man as an environmental-

stress, a behavioral deternrinant. Retationships with man jn his

humanity, as j¡Ïrabiter or creator, are not constituted within the

system. In th-is sense the architectural entity, i.mderstood as a

materiaf system, is a machine.f

It is generall-y aclflowl-ectged that materia^l concerns are of

si-gnificance to the architect. Surprisingly, however, the archr-ltec-

tural- entity to whrich arch-ltects have addressed most of thei-r

energies -- buildings -- have sel-dom had importartt systemic

properties within thei-r material- natlrres. Even in modern architecture

where the increasing multiplicity of material- parts, especia-l-ly iil

the form of trengineered subsystemslr, would seem to have engendered

this kind of concern among architects there is a conspicuous paucity

of highfy systemic buildings.

l"M""hin"rt as used here i-s quite distinct from the usage of Le Corbusier
jn hr-is famous statement, ttA house is a machine for tiving intr. Here
ttmacllinerr j-s used strictly in its prinra facia Sense whereas for
Le Corbusier ftmachinetr had additional meaning as a symbol of the order
of the lm-iverse - the house as a s¡rmbol of man l-iving in universal
order.
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Bucladnster F'ul-l-erts Dyraxion House of l-927 and Dynuxion

Dwetllng MacÏú¡e of 1944 are unique examples of fì;lly-servicedl

buildings with lnportattt systenric (or in Flrllerts terminolory

'rsynergeticll) properties in that these properties were the prirnary

concern of each project. The schen'atic Dyrnaxion House project

(L5, 16) is notable here j¡ the interd.ependencies within the

structural subsystem and between the structr;ral- and mechanical sub-

systems. The structural subsystem is an early example of Full_erts

principle of tensegrity - the interdependency of discontinuous

conpressi-ve members and continuous tensile members. In this case the

i-solated compressi-ve members are the central- np.st and two hexagonal

perimeter rings. These compressive members are rrtiedrr into place by

contjnuous tensile rembers in the form of suspension cabl_es, guVS,

and fl-oor structure. The structural and mechanical- subsystems are

interrelated in that the foundation serves as a housing for the septic

and fuel tarrks whil-e the central mast serves as a s_enrice riser. The

more studied Dpraxion Dwelling Machr-ine project (U, 18) is notable in

the special concern given to the interrelation of structi..ral_ and

ventilation subsystems. Here the structural- members and shell were

so formed, while retaining their own logic, that I'the external air

I Âs opposed
shells, or

to sirple envelopes such as the Geodesic dome, Candellars
Frei Ottors tents.

B¡
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f1ow, travellirig its greatest distance over the top of the structure,

created a vacuum drag at the ventilator, which in turn dragged the

internal air fl-ow patternrr. rrThe llcoming air was drafted u-pward

througþ the large cylinderr' (of the central mast). rrExhaust air

pulled from the roomsîr, by way of the gratuitous ducting of the floor

channel-s, rrwas drafted upward thrrough the smal-l-er cylÍnderr' (of the

central mast). ItThus the incoming air was never polluted by the

exhaust aj-r, even thougþ the exhaust aír lost its heat tÏ:rough the

metal baffle to the incoming air".f Although less encompassing than

the flrst, this second project is an especially ryaphlc exanple of

Fu-l-lerts ability to see different material subsystems jn terms of

their relationships to one another.

F1'ar¡{ Lloyd ülright was nmch concerned with the material-

order of lús buildings, althougþ not so excl-usively as was Ful-l-er.

Unity Tenple of I90B (19), for example, exhibits interdependencies

am)ng its circulation/seating, lighting, structr.rral, and mechanical-

subsystems. The poilt of d.eparture of Unity Tenple is a square pla:r.2

ln. W. Marks, The Dynamxion \¡Iorld of Buckuinster trLller, p. 123.

2_-There is somethj¡g in l^h"ight rs work which ney lead to confUsion with
regard to the material order of the architectural entity. This is
the rigorous use of a geometricizing order -- rrcompositional rigorismfr.
Conpositional rigorism is not necessarily to nraterial- ends. fndeed as
is evident i-n some of l.nlrightts work especially that which is organized
on a 30./60' gr"id, conpositional rigorism n'ay even be questionable
nlateria1ly. Rather a strong geometric order is a characterj-stic

oi
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Inscribed withln this square is a greek cross, the points of inter-

section of which are demarcated by four vertical el-ements. These

vertical elenents thus define the nine different areas in plan withjn

which the various parts of the circul-ation/seating subsystem ar€

disposed -- stalrs jn the four corner areas, major seatlng jn the

central square, bal-conies and cloister on the different l-evels of

three of the four arms of the cross, and pulpit on the fourth arm

of the cross. Together these different areas work so that no member

of the conryegation is more thart forty-five feet from the mirtister,

so that movement can take place (through the cloister and stair

towers) witn minjxum interference of the service (l-ate comers enter-

ing the seating areas from the back corners) and also so that the

exit of the congregation after the service lTþves rrrespectfUllytt to-

ward the pulpit. Moreover the forr vertica1 elements which organize

the circul-ation/seating subsystem are al.so essential- to the other

subsystems of Unity Tenple. Thus these vertical el-ements are the

structlral members which supporb the roof, a roof which springs from

these supports so as to facilitate the existence of sþligþts which

are the najor source of (natura-t) light withirr the Temp]e. In

@és a strong material- order. Obviously however
a rigorous geon'etricat order shoul-d not be mistaken for a material
order. In ltself conpositional rigorism evolves from a concern for
the abstract or perceptual characteristics of the architectlu"al
entity not for its material characteristics.
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addition these vertj-cal- el-enents are f?ee-standing ducts which

distribute heated air throughout the Tenple. Thus i¡ these vertical

el-ements, the frkeystonesrr of Unity Temple, the circul-ation/seating,

ligþting, structural, and mechanical subsystems al-1 act together.

h f97f f designed a library bookstack specifically as an

investigation into nnterial interdependency. (20) Aside from

structural dependence which i-s necessarily comrnon to all- naterial

systems whr-ich exlst hrithirt a gravitati-onal- field the el-ements which

make up the stack are interrelated in the following ways: Al-ternate

cross-aisl-es are slipped vertically so as to define the horizontal

supply and exhaust duct spaces. The stmctural- col-unns and the

supply and exhaust risers are the same el-enent. The structural

channels wh1ch support the floor elements also act as book cases.

And the floor elenent acts not only as a tie which stabilizes the

channels but also contains the ligþting for the aisle below.

It is evident in these exan'ples that the definitional-

efficiency characteristi-c of a higþIy systemlc material- nature n'ay

l-ead to material-s (in tfie sense of actual rnatter) efficiency as weIl.

This is the reason why technologies in whrlch rnaterials efficiency is

especially inportarrt, such as those of the sea and air, have througþ-

out their history striven to devel-op entities of increasingly systemic

naterial- nature. There is significance in this for al-l- technologies,

Íncluding bui-lding, (as perhaps E-iclmrinster Fuller was first to

recognize) for in a f\:ture where man final-Iy will be forced to

90
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nunage his materials resources efficiency jn this regard may becone

of para:r'xrmt irrportarrce. f

Nonetheless, looklng at the buildi¡gs iust considered the

other aspects of systems, variability and changeability, come to

mlnd for each is hi-ghly rigid. Indeed, change of any kj:rd, whether

it be of state, that is variability, or of system, is seemingly

i:ipossible w'ithout beginnirrg from rrscratchr'. To al-l- intents and

purposes these buildings are invariabl-e and unchangeable. Does this

mean that j¡ those respects in which the materj.a] natwe of a build-

i-ng is highly systemic it is necessarily invariable and unchangeable?

Consider the foll-owing buildings whrich were designed

specifically in response to the need for nrateria-l variability and

changeability:

The typical contenporary laboratory and hospital- have each

atten"pted to meet the need for variability and changeability within

their nechanical services by rururlng these servi-ces in special

rrservant spaces". (21) I^lithi:r the servant space each mechanical-

subsystem is deliberately i-ndependent of the others so that adjust-

ments or changes in one subsystem are not h-indered by the other

ItI am not prepared to enter jnto a discussion as to the relative im-
portance of materia.fs versus enerry (labor) efficiency. Suffice it
to say that there is no necessa.ry conflict between these two
efficiencies.
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subsystems.

The trmega-structuretr of connrwiity servj-ces to wh-ich various

independent Itclip-onrr or ttplug-intf r.rrits can be affixed is a similar

response to the need for material variabil-ity and changeability. (22)

Again the essential aspect of this type of scheme is the rrutual

irrdependence of the various variable and/or changeable parts.

Perhaps the most widely lcrown investigation into material-

variability and changeability is the School Construction Systems

Developrnent (SCSI) sponsored by the Educational Facilitj-es l¿boratory

in California. (23) The basic intent of SCSD was to develop a series

of conponent parbs from wlrich buildings coul-d be assembled in a r¡ray

that woul-d facilitate n'aterial variability and changeability. To

this end each eomponent was developed so as to be conpatible with,

but independent of, the other conponents. Structure and roof, heat-

ing, ventilating and air-conditionjng, ligþting and ceiling,

partiti-ons (fixed, movable, ffid operabl-e), cabinets, fixed laboratory

fLrniture, and lockers, al-l- were included jn the development.

As realized the SCSD project seems to have accomplished its

aims. Within the context of the structure each of the other conpo-

nents nay be adjusted or changed independently of the others:

rrOvernight, between two days of a meeting of the board of Educational-

Facilities I¿boratories in the building, a new room was produced by

removing 120 feet of jrrterior partition, installing 25 feet, and

93
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changing the surface of BO feet of ceiling panels, seven air-condition-

ing zones were reduced to five, two thermostats were removed and one

changed in position, and the building was tidied up in tjme for the

nert mornjng,s meeting. Only 59 man-hours of work were required".l

In each of the examples just considered material variability

and changeability are facilitated by the independence of parts. Inde-

pendent of one another one part does not place hjndrances upon

adjustments or chartges isolated withj.n another part. Evidently, in

these examples, material variability and changeability are NON-SYSTEMIC

eharacteristics .

This is unfortunate for, theoretically, jn addition to the

separate advantages which are characteristic of higþ}y systemic, ffid

variabl-e and changeabl-e n'aterial- natwes the dyriamic jnterdependence

of parts characteristic of systemic variability and changeability can

be most advantageous: As a result of the interdependence of sub-

systems it is possible to adjust or change an inac-cessibl-e subsystem

j:rdjrectl-y by adjustirig or changing an accessible subsystem. Also as

the jnterdependence of subsystems causes changes irt one subsystem to

be ranrified. tlrougþout the othefs a moderate stj¡ulus appropriately

'tTSCSD: The Project and the SchooJ-s, P. 20
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admi¡istered can resul-t in large scal-e change thrrougþout the system.

Not only l.)hat, the change nay be self-amplifying and so jnitiate a

process of i-ncreasing change.

Perhaps the lack of systemic variability and changeability

w'ithin the material natr:re of buildings is the resuJ-t, quite sinply,

of an inability on the part of contenporary designers to integrate

variabil-ity and changeability Ínto a general understandi:rg of the

rnaterial- rrature of entities. If this is the case a systemic under-

standing of vari-ability and changeability awaits a fUndan'enta1 change

1n world-view.

However, more likely thr_is lack of systemic variability and

changeability within the material- nature of buildings is a resul-t of

the type of relationship by which the naterial nature of bui-Idings is

defi¡ed. The architectts traditional- discipline is to order material

elements by virtue of their physical defjnition. The material orgar-i-

zation of a building, therefore, is the disposition of elements in

physical space. Unfortm,ately the concrete nat¡ire of this type of

orgatizatj-on makes it a medium particularly unconducive to systemic

variability and changeability.

Interestjngly, systenric variability and changeability whi-l-e

uncomnon withj.rr buildings is exceedingly conmon alnong some other

types of archritectural enti-ties. For example within the shopping

district of a city the shops and restar.rrants are dynanrically
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interdependent: Raising the quality of the restaurants not only

draws nþre peopl-e into the restaurant but also draws more people into

the shops, similarly, ralsing the quality of the shops draws nore

people into both the shops and the restaurants.

Another exanple j-s the common redevelopment procedure of

initiating a self-amplifylng process of improvement within a derel-ict

area by planting a rrseed projeetrr. As i¡ the previous example the

operations of the various rnembers r¡I1thin the ryoup, in this case the

buildings w1thirr the redevelopment area, are interdependent. The

jrrtroduction of the seed project, the rejuvenation of one part of the

area, raises the potential-ities of the other parts of the area. In

order to capitalize on their increased potentialities the other

buildings wittún the area are al-so redeveloped in turn initiating

flrther redevelopment. Thus the process of self-arplifying redevelop-

ment is wrderway.

System variability and changeability al-sc exist among the

material natures of i¡arious types of windcraft. A sailboat, for

exanple, is higþly systemic, each of the working parts dynarnically

interdependent upon the others. Yet a saj-lboat is al-so highly

variable and changeabl-e. It may exist irt ntrnerous states througþ

the variation of saJ-ls, centerboard, and bal-fast; the stability of

each state dependent upon the i¡teractions of these variable

el-enents. It is also readily changeable jn the variety of sails

97
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whrich nay be flown; every change having ramifications througþout all

of the other working parts.

Systemic variability and changeability is possible within

the naterial- natures of architectural entities other than buildings

because, unlike buildings whrich are organized by relations of physical

definition, the other architectural- entities are organized by

OPERATIONAL REL,ATIONSHIPS. Perhaps where the characteristics of

systenric variability and changeability are advantageous the

constituent parts of the individual buildlng núght al-so be organized

by operational- relationshl-ips. The operations of these parts must be

relatable, of course. Where this is the case it would be to the

architectrs advantage to enlarge his traditional discipline, with

respeet to the naterial order of buildings, to incfude operational

rel-ationships. h any event i-nvestigations jnto the relationships

among the operations of the constituent parts of a building would

seem to be a npst promising fiel-d for research.
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There is no doubt that a discussion of the naterial 0rder

of the architectural entity is of i:rportance to architects. Neverthe-

less as the d.iscussion contains no reference to nun jn his hunanity

it is necessarlly of secondary concerrÌ. Obviously, as architecture

is the hunnn habitat, the pri:rnry concern of the archritect is the re-

l-ation between the architectr.ral entity artd nnn, as man.

The rel-ationshr-1ps between nnn, the inhabitant, and the

architectgraf entity constitute the phenomenal- order of architecture.

That is to say, architecture as a phenomenal system exists in the

relationshr-ì-ps between the j¡habitant and the architectural entity.

Architecture in this sense is experience. But experience is not

si:rply sensation. Experience j¡volves perception, the conprehension

of sensation. Tttus, for exanple, while the unjnitiated may sense,

their sensation exists largely without understanding and hence i-s

superficial. This is not to belittle therminitiated, of cor.irse, it

is sinply to state the generally recognized. fact that a certajn amoi.int

of lcrowledge is necessary, althougþ not sufficient, for understanding.

The sensibility of the inhabitarrt is most i:rportant in experience for,

as has already been said, experience exists in the FELATIONSItrPS between

the architectural- entity and the inhabitant. It is the jnteraction of

two parties, not si.n'ply the effect of one, the arch-itectural entity,

upon the other, the jnhabitant. Bxperience r€quires active participation
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on the part of the i¡habitant, an active ordering of what exists in

sensation. Experience is a creative act.

0f course, not al-l sensation can be ordered into a phenome-

rø1 whole, AN experience. In order to be an erperience the sensations

invol-ved must be resolved with respect to one another. Ttle rrl-oose

endstt introduced w"ith each sensation must ul-tj¡e.tely be tied into the

other sensations. Natr.rrally thris does not mean that afl of the

jnterrelationships wh-lch nu,y be erçerienced must enter into any

particular experience. It simply means that experience cannot be

partial or f?agmentary for the partial and the f?agmentary ar€ unre-

sol-vable. Experience n¡.rst be consumnated j:r the active integration of

sensation.

As all men a-re unique e4perience is r.rnique, unique to the

jndividual- and the tinie; no other individuaf or even the same

individual at another tjme nay be party to exactly the salne experj-ence.

However, there is a cormonality in experience as there is a conrnonality

jn nnn. This is especially so within a particular cul-ture or school

of thougþt ix that the individua-l- members share certain relatively

highly defined attitudes (toward archi-tecture). Consequently there

is much which different j¡rdividuals e>çerience irt corrnon. This

conmonality is i:rportant for it nnkes a certain amount of

generallzation about the experience of architecture possi-ble. \^/ith-

out generality the notion that one nan, the architect, couJ-d design
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architectura] entities sui-tabl-e to the habitation of other men would

be patently ridicuJ-ous.

Experience is a creative act mique to the irrdividual. Yet

because of the conmonalities among men the general natirre of

experience, in greater or l-esser degree, is universal-. What then is

the general nature of the experience which is architectr.ire, the

etçerience which exists in the rel-ationshr-ips between the archi-tectural

entity and the j¡hrabitant?

The architeetural entity is a defjnition of hmits; a realm

which is within the contro] of the i¡habitant or an extension of the

lnhabitant -- the conrnmity or the gods -- even if only on a syrrbolic

level-. ft is, to quote Le Corbusier, rtthe first nunifestation of n'wr

creating hrls own urrlverse".l THE FELATIONSHIP EETl¡mN Trfi

ARCHITECTURAI EÀIIITY AND TTIE ]NHABITA}II, THEN, IS TTM IIEXPERMNCE Otr'

DOMArN", TllE INHABITAÀII'S Ð{Pm.IENCE 0F TT{E U{IQUE ATI4OSPHERE 0F TI-IE

ARCHITECT'IJRAI B}üIITY W}IICH HE N{HABITS, THE PHBNOMENAI TERRTTORY OF

TTTE INDIVDUAL, TTTE COMMUVITY, OR THE GODS.2

The e>cperience of domajn is created by the jrrhabitant out

l-Le Corbusier, Toward a New Architecture, p. 73)-The concept of don-ein is strongly related to the traditionaf architec-
tural concept of genius l-oci. There is a distjnction between the two,
however, in that the concept of donnjn aclmowl-edges the centraJ-ity of
nnn, the i¡habitant, as the active integrating agent of experi-ence.
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of the myriad of sensations particular to the architectural entity.

In this the experience of domajn is often nrul-tifaceted jn nature for

the act of jrrhabiting is often m;l-tifaceted in røture. Thus the

experience of domai¡ is conposed of a multiplicity of I'elernentary

experiencesrr, each of which the inhabitant creates out of the

sensations particular to those aspects of the architectural entity

which participate in each facet of the act of fuhabitjng. The ex-

perience of domain, therefore, is the larger experience, corresponding

to the fü1l range of the acts of ínhabiting, into which the inhabitant

resol-ves these Itelementary e>çeriencesrt.

The írplications of the creative role of the jnhabitant in

the experience of domain upon the practice of architecture are subtle

but profound. Thus the responsibility for the rrsuccessff of the

e>çerience of domain is not the archritect I s alone but is shared by

the i¡habitant. The rol-e of the architect in thr-is respect is not

uurlike that of a teacher, for rather than do sonnettring directly he

must make it possible for others to do something. In the experience

of domajn the architect, using the only rpails at hris disposal-, the

arch-itectural entity, m.rst prepar€ the inhrabitants, cleansing their

mi-nds of extraneous concerns, and then nust energi-ze their sensi-

bilities leading them to develop their own insigþts. Exactly how

th-is is done is inpossible to describe jn words, of course, for that

woul-d be to deny the very existence of those qualities which make
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the architectural experience uniquely what it is. Needless to say,

however, because of the conrnonality jn human experience an architectural

entity conceived jn terms of a SENSIBLE order in addition to the

n'aterial, constructional, econornic, and building by-Iaw orders which

are the result of other considerations, w-il-l- tend to be more susceptible

to the sensibil-i-ties of the j:rhabitant than an architectural entity

which is conceived purely in terms of these other orders.

Necessarily, the nature of any sensibl-e ofder is a function

of the n'echanics of perception. To architects the most fanriliar expli-

cation of these nechani-cs is that of Gestalt psychologr with respect

to vi.sual perception. Indeed the Gestalt understanding of visual

order provides the flndamental princi-ples taugþt i¡ the basic design

course given in n'rany school-s of arch-ltecture. (OOviously there was a

general i.mderstariding of these principles within the design corn'rnrnity

before they were formal-ized by the Gestalt psychologists.) Basically

Gestal-t psycholory has identified various categories -- space, mass,

surface, and li:re -- elenrents of which are defined by various

rel-atiors -- proximity, sirnllarity, closure, interpenetrati-on, over-

lap -- to form visual entities, Gestaltung. This understanding of

visual entities is a paradign example of a syster,ric understanding of

an entity. Needl-ess to say, however, architecture is not solely a

'rvisual arttt. The architectural- entity is experienced with all- the

senses and hence the sensible order of the archj-tectural entity niust
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be based on an understanding of the mechanics of the f\rll- range of

hunun perception. In this respect arcÏútects ar€ undoubtedly delin-

quent. It is evÍdent in the "paper diseipline" by whi-ch most

architectural entities are designed that the architect is in rn-ich

ryeater control- of the vj-sual order of the archltectural entity than

the order of ariy of the other senses. Although this reflects the

inportance of the visual sense jn nnnts perception of his habitat it

most certainly does not refl-ect the fact that mants other senses may

aJ.so be critical to the experience of dornai-n. The architectural

entity nri;st engage AI,L the senses, and the mind through these senses.

The nature of variability and changeabitity within the

experience of donn,in also has inplications upon the practice of

architecture. By virtue of the creative role of the jnhrabitant jn

the erperience of domain the environnent of archj-tectlire as a

phenon'er:,a1 system consists not only of the physical context of the

architectural- entity -- the qualities of light and- air, land or

cityscape, and the activities of the neighborhood -- but al-so of the

cultura.l context of the j-nhabitant -- the conceptual- fY'ame wirich

determ-ines the structt;re of hj.s perception. Thus not only is the

experience of domain subject to stresses resulting f?om adjustments

and changes within the environs of the archl-itectwal entity, it is

also subject to stresses resultÍng from the more or less contirtuous

evol-ution, regular displacement, and sporadic revolution withjn the
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cul-ture of the ir:habitant.f

'l n6

However, whil-e the active rol-e of the i¡habitant entails an

additional- range of environmental stresses it also provides an

additional means of acconrnodating all- of the stresses which act upon

the experience of donu.in. Thus not only can envlronmental stresses

be obviated by physi-cal adjustments or changes within the architectural

entity, they can al-so be obviated by adjustments or changes in the

attitude of the j¡habita¡t towards the architectural- entity. An

exanple which dra¡natizes this possibility would be the change in

experience of a religious place which a man has upon conversion to

that religion. However, there are rnany mundane exan'ples such as the

I*l,rlhl-ile contemporary architects feel- capable of handling stresses
arising f?om the physical context of the architectural entity they
have long considered stresses arising f?om the cultural context of
the i¡habitant problenratical. Thejr anxiety in this regard derives
f?om the fact that the architectural entities they wish to buil-d are
outside the n'ajnstream of popular culti.re, the cultural context of
their clients. Hence a misfit tends to exist between the cl-ient, by
virbue of his cultural- context, and the architectwal- entity by virtue
of the different cul-turral context in which it was conceived. This
arxiety is only partially justified however. It is justified jn that
as an el-ement in the experience of domajn the architectlral entity
m;st be conplementary to the inhabitant. Tn thr-is respect archltectirre
is at most a erystalization of the values of society. However, the
archritectural entity, as part of the culturral- context of the inhrabitant,
has the legiti:nate role of helpÍng to form the val-ues of society. Thus
insofar as the architectlral- entity nu'y have the dual- natulre of being
the complenent of the jrùabitant jn the experience of don'nÍn while it
is al-so part of his cultural contexb it nu.y crystalize existj-ng values
while it also tegitfurately works to change existing values.
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grÐhring appr€ciation of Itmai:rstreettt and Las Vegas afilng the archi-

tectural avant-garde foll-otvjng the acceptance of Pop Art. Even

stresses resultlng f?om changes withi¡ the physicaf- context of the

arch-ltectural entity nøy be obviated by a change in the attitude of

the jnhabitant. For exanple the tlrban cathedral was once a place of

com'nunal exuberance. Today, however, overshadowed by its burgeoning

comrnercial neighbor.lrs this understandÍng of the cathedral- is

irrpossible, now it is a place of ref\rge, a retreat f?om conmnlty

Iife.
The implication upon the practice of arch-ltecture of the

subjective nature of varj-ability and changeability i-s not that the

architect need not concern himsel-f with these aspects of the

experience of donain -- that the j¡høbitant can always corpensate for

a lack of variability and changeability w"ithjx the architectural

entity. l4any g:eat don'aj¡s have been destroyed by changes in their

environments. The Villa Savoj-e was destroyed because its aloof

beauty coul-d not tol-erate the more earthly presence of the school

building which has been constructed upon the same fietd. So too,

l^¡rj-ghtts Sturges House has been reduced from an eaglers nest

surveying its preserve to an exh-ibitionistic oddity by the myieldÍng

tide of suburbia. Rather the liplication is that jn addition to the

physical means withjn the archr-itectural entity the arci^r-itect cart

facilitate variability and changeability withjn the experience of
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domain by creating entities readil-y susceptibl-e to multiple under-

standirg.

Aal-tors work whrich is at once part of the Finnish vernacular

tradition as well- as the heroic age of modern arch-itect,o"l hu, "
consequent multi-valence which makes it most susceptibl-e to a wide

range of understanding. lvlany of Aaltors buildj¡gs j:r materials and

scale possess a rugged d.omesticity and economy of means which befies

their exuberantly her'oic nature. I¡litness especially the con'lnunlty

centre at Saylratsal-o. (24) Moreover Aaltors buildings are often

enigmatic in their inconsistencies. The dornritory,/dinirg hall- whr-ich

is Baker House, for exan'p1e. (25)

Perhaps the contemporary architect who most (self) conscious-

ly strives to deslgn buildings susceptible to multiple understandings

is Robert Venturi. This i-s much the lntenti-on of lrcomplexity and

contradictionrr in archritecture. Describing a house in Chestnut llill-,

Pennsylvania (26, 27) wh1ch he designed Venturi saIS'

"This building recognizes complexities and contradictions :

it is both conplex and sinple, open and closed, big and
little: some of its elements are good on one level and
bad on another...n 2

Of course, for Venturi the means by which this is

t_-Lecture given by Prof . E. Ljndryen, University of Manitoba, L97L.
)tRobert Venturi, Conplexity and Contradiction in-Archtitecture, p. lU
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accoÍplished is a matter of a h-ighly refined personal taste.

rr!,Jhen I called thr-ls house both open and closed as wel-l- as
sinple and complex, I was referring to these contra-
dictory characteristics of the outside wal1s. First, their
parapets along with the waIl of the upper terrace in back,
enphasize horizontal enclosure yet permit an expression of
openness behind them at the upper terrace, and above them
at the chi:mey-clerestory protrusion. Second, the consistent
shape of the wal-ls in plan enphasizes rigid encl-osure, Vet
the big openings, ofben precariously close to the corners
contradict the ercpression of encl-osure.rr

rrThe house is big as well as little, by which I mean that
it is a little house wÍth a big scale. Inside the elements
are big: the fireplace is trtoo bigrr and the nnritef trtoo

high" for the slze of the room; doors are wide, the chair
rail hr-1gþ.'f rrThe applied wood nroulding over the door
increases its scale, too. fhe dado over the door in-
creases the scale of the building all around because it
is hligþer than you expect it to be. These mouldings
affect the scale in another way also: they rake the stucco
wall-s even more abstract, and the scale, usually i:lplied by
the nature of the n'nterials) more anrbiguous or nonconrnital-.rr

rrThese complex combjnati-ons do not achr-ieve the easy harmony
of a few motival parts based on excfusion -- based, that is,
on rrl-ess is morerr. Instead they achieve the difficult
unity of a medium nurnber of diverse parts based on i:rclgsion
ano Òiv ACIOIOI^]],ÐGEMEIIII OF TI{E DIVERSITY OF EXPERTF'J\TCE. ''1
(capital-s mine)

Architectwe exists as the experience of don'e.in jn the

relati-onship between the jnhabitant and the architectural entity.

In this rel-ationship the qualities of the inhabitant are every bit as

i:rporbant as the qualities of the architectural entity. This is im-

portant for the architect to remember for while only the archritectural

lRob"rt Ventr.,rri, Compl-exity and Contradiction Ír-ArchitecQtA p. 120-121
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entity is within his control it is the relationsLr-lp between the

a¡chitectwa.t entity and the inhabltant which is hris ul-tjmate concern.

The creative role of the architect is only f\rl-fi11ed in the creative

rol-e of the inhabitant.
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CHA]IiM 9. ARCHITBCTI S ARCHÏIECTURE:

The Relation between Architecture as a Material
System and Architectlre as a Phenomenal System

Considered as a material system architecture exists in

the relationships arnong the material parts of the architecturaf-

entity. Considered as a phenomenal system architecture exists i¡ the

relationshlps between the architectura"l entity and its inhabitants.

Bach of these considerations of architecture is logically distinct

from the other for each 1s based on logi-call-y different kinds of

relationships. Neverthel-ess each consideration has a bearing upon

the other. Indeed, in the practice of architecture, the implication

of each considerati-on upon the other is so thorougþgoing that it

constitutes the source of one of the central issues of the twentieth

century archi-tectural debate .

The interrel-ation of architecture as a n'raterial system

and archj-tecture as a phenonenal- system begins jn the natr.re of the

archritectural entity as an element in the experi-ence of domain. This

nature, as it is complen'entary to the sensibil-ities of the inhabitant,

is necessarily a sensible nature. Obviously, however, the senslbl-e

nature of the archi-tectural enti-ty 1s founded in its materlal

existence. fhat is to say the sensible nature of the architectural-

entity is determined by those aspects of the naterial- nature of the

arch-ltectural entity which are manifested in a sensible order. Thus
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the architectts sole means of control withjn the experience of

donain, the sensible nature of the architectural- entity, is a fUnction

of h-is control of certajn aspects of the material- nature of the

arcÌútecturat entity. Inherentl-y, therefore, the nature of archritec-

tw"e as a material system bears upon the nature of architecture as a

phenomenal system.

The Ímplicatlon of üre bearing of the n'aterial upon the

phenomenal is that the architect man-ipulates the material- nature of

the arciritectulral entity to achieve the sensible order appropriate

to his intentions with respeet to the e>cperience of domain. Thus in

practice the nature of architecttlre as a phenomenal system bears

upon the nature of architecture as a llgterial system. In this way

the practice of architecture involves the resoluti-on of the nnteriaf

nature of the archritectural- entity with respect to its implications

upon the sensible nature of the architectural entity and the

resol-ution of the sensible nature of the architectural- entity with

respect to its imptications upon the material- nature of the

architectural entity.

Not surprisingly the debate which th-is interrelation

has engendered concerns just how far the archltect can legitin'ately

nanipulate the material or sensible natures of the architectr.ira-f

entity for the purposes of the other. Although the positions on

this question vary consi-derably there are two general classes into
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which they can be divided. The first class nrai¡tains that as all of

the parLs of the architectural entity r,rust have material existence

they ntlst al-l have validlty within the materia1 order of the

architectural entity. The second cl-ass maintains that even though

all of the parts of the architectural- entity must have material-

existence sone of the parts nray exist largely or even purely for

their validity withjn the sensj-ble order of the architecti.rral entity.

Ttre extreme position of the first class of arguments is

that of rrnaryow fUnctionalismtt or rrf\mctionaldetermi¡ismrr. Archi-

tects of this persuasion maintain that a perfectly resolved material

order will necessarily be nenifested in a perfectly resolved sensj-bl-e

order. "The ardent f\rtctional-ist n'njrrtajns that beauty, or at least

a kjnd of forn'al perfection results auton'atically from the most per-

fect mechanical- efficiency; perfectly engineered creations achieve

beauty without a conscious search for it on the part of the designer."f

The val-idity of this position is doubtf\rl, of course, for it assumes

a perfect cojrtcidence of means j¡ two parts of the architectwal

problem which, while they bear upon one another, are logically

distinct.

A sonrewhat less deterministic formul-ation of this

]n. R. De Zurko, Origins of Functional-ist Theory, frontispiece.
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extreÍF position is based upon the likelihood that there is more

than one n'aterial- order which wil-l satisfy the naterial- needs of

the problem. This bejng the case the material order selected is the

one which al-so is nunifested in a sensible order wLrich satisfies

the sensibl-e needs of the problem. Needl-ess to say this formulation

of the position still does not avoj-d the criticism that it assumes a

coincidence of means which logically need not exist.

Obviously if this cl-ass of arguments is to have any

validity whatsoever it must take the distinction between the material-

and sensibl-e nature of the archi-tectural entity into account. Since

there is no necessity that the mearìs to the resol-ution of the material

and sensibl-e orders of the architectural- enti-ty will coincide, indeed

since the means to the resolution of the material- and sensibl-e orders

of the arch-itectural- entj-ty nay actually be in confli-ct, this class

of arguments nust take the position that it nray be necessary to

manipulate the material- order, even j-n a detrjmenta-l- marurer, to

achieve a satisfactory sensible order. Stil-l, the use of elenents

withr-in the architectural entity which have l-ittle or no validity

w-ithin the naterial- order; tÏnt is, elernents whose validity is

predominantly within the sensible order, is not accepted wlthi¡ this

position. In this sense the argument may be said to make a distinction

between architecture and the stage set.

The arguments of the first class are mistaken, however,
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for they are based on a confUsion of priorities. Surely architecture

is the HUMAN habitat. Surely jn this respect the sensibl-e nature of

the architectr.ral entity takes priority over the nnterial nature of

the architectural entity , provided that the nraterial order of the

architectural entity is at least workable, of course, even if this

neans encurnberi¡g the materj-al order with an aggregation of non-

essential elements. Afterall is it not the flndamental difference

between architectr:-re and engineering that architecture is a

}ILIIvIANISTIC discipline?

Based on the priority of man, therefore, the second

class of argunÊnts rnaintajns that not only n'ray it be necessary to

n'nnipulate the material order of the archi-tectura-l- entity to achieve

a satisfactory sensible order it ray also be necessary to introduce

elements into the architectwal entity whose vatidity is predominantly

or even purety Withj:r its sensible order. The corner ttmul-l-ionstr of

Ivlies ? towers on Iake Shore Drive no l-ess than the pilasters and

pediment of Michel-angelors Portia Pia; the exterior canopy of the

Centre Le Corbusier no less than the interior canopy of Philip Johùrsonrs

guest house; the plaza of Kalurls Salk Institute E-rildings no less than

the rock and sand gard.en of a Buddhlst monastery; the central cofimms

jn the naj¡ work space of Wrigþtts Johnsonts l¡lax Building no less

than the spineers of Ericksonts Canadian Pavili-on at Expo 70 jn Osaka.

Ideally, both the rre,terial and sensibl-e orders of the
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architectural entity should be resolved without compromise. Thls

woul-d necessitate the elimination of afl- el-ements whose vaìidity is

predominantly with-1n the sensible order as the material- existence of

these elenentsrin that they are material-ly superfluous and hence

uaterially inefficient, is necessarily detrjmental to the material-

order of the archi-tectural entity. The perfect resol-ution of both

the nu.terial- arrd sensibl-e orders of the architectural entity, therefore,

is dependent upon the materiaJ- order being manifested j¡ a f\;lly re-

solved sensible order. Th-is position 1s not to be mi-staken for that

of "fünctj.onal-determinismr', however, for the objective of the fUriction-

a1 detern-inlst is so1e1y the resolution of the materiaf order of the

archltectural entity. Rather it is si:rply a statement of an ideal-

whi-ch, as such, woul-d satisfy a1I positions on this question.

Necessarily where this perfect resol-ution of both the material- and

sensible orders of the architectural entity is not possible the

resol-ution of the sensible order takes precedence over the resol-ution

of the nlaterial- order, given that the material order is at least

workable.

The resol-ution of both the material- and sensibl-e orders

of the architectural- entity althougþ they ne,y be at odds with one

another, is one of the complexities wh-ich exists jn architectural-

design. The perfect resolution of both should be one of the goals

of the archri-tectural- desi-grer. Like al-l- perfection, the achj-evement
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of this ideal- is inposslble, of course. Nevertheless, 1t is a good

standard by which to evaluate the skil-lfülness jn the design of any

particular entity. Indeed because this standard concerns the

relation of the behind the scenes action and the performance on

stage it is the basis for an understanding and appreciation of the

architectls art whl-ich is uniquely professional. This is an under-

standing and appreciation of that rrarchitectts architecturerr really

is.
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GI,OSSARY

Aggregate an aggregate is an rlentityrÌ constituted of
independent parts - one extreme of the
continuum of dependency (opposite extreme -
whole).

Adaptation adaptation is the process of change within a
system by which its existence is maintained
in the face of changing j-nternal- and environ-
mental- stresses.

Beconring becoming is the changes within a system by
whi-ch its existence is maintained in the
face of changing internal- and environmental-
stresses; i.e., system morphogenesis.

Behaving behaving i-s the acts of a system by which
the i-nternal and environmental stresses
which act upon it are obviated; i.e., system
morphostasis.

Bejxg being is the pattern of relationships among
the elements of a system; i.e., system
morpholory.

Closed System a closed system is a system which exchanges
neither eners/ nor information with its
environment.

Element an element is the basic r;nit which is
ordered by the set of relationships which
constitute a system. An element is defj¡ed
by the rel-ationships which order it.

Environment the environnent of a system consists of al-l
those elenents whlch act upon or are acted
upon by the system.

Equilibrium equilibrium is the stability of systems of
single state.

Essential- Nature the essential nature of an entity l-ies 1n the
relationships among its constituent parts;
that is, i-n its orgarr-i-zation.
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Internal Specialization a system is internally specialized when its
constituent elenents are more or less
urrique jn structure and,/or fwrction with
respect to one another.

l4aterial- System a material- system is constituted of the
rel-ationshrips among the material parts of
an entity - a nachr-ine.

Morphostasi-s morphostasis is the stability of systems of
nlrltiple state.

Multi-l-evel System a multi-level system is a system which con-
talns elements which, jn themselves, are
systems containi¡g elements.

Multi-purpose El-ement a multi-purpose element is an el-ement whr-ich
is shared by different specialized systems.

Qen System an open system is a system which exclnnges
enerry arñ/or information with its
environment.

Overlap overlap occurs when different systems
contain el-ements i¡ conrnon.

Phenomenal- System a phenomenal system is constituted of the
relationships between Ílan and some other
entity - an experience.

Revolution a revol-ution is a change jn the fl..ndamental-
nature of a system.

Self-anplifVing Change self-amplifying change is a cyclical process
in which past changes withln a system
jnduce increased fl-rther change within the
system.

Stability stability is the condltion of a system
which behaves so as to naintal¡ its
essential nature in the face of interrral
a-nd environmental- stresses.

State the state of a system at a particular
tjme is the configuration in which its
elements exist at that ti:ne.
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System

Variability

l¡Ihol-e

VJholeness

L20

a system is an abstraction of an entity on
the basis of the orgartization of its parts.
A system is an e>çression of the essential
røture of an entity; an elcpr€ssion of its
wholeness.

variability is the nunber of potential
states jn wh-ich a system can exist over
time.

a whol-e is an entity constituted of inter-
dependent parts - one extreme of the
contjnuum of dependency (opposite
extreme - aggregate)

the whol-eness of an entity is the degree
to which its constituent parts are inter-
dependent.
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APPENDIX

NOIES ON HOLISM

He who i¡rows does not speak;
He who speaks does not tr<now;

Fill up its apertures,
Cl-ose 1ts doors,
Dul-l- its edges,
Untie its tangles,
Soften its ligþt,
Submerge its turmoil,

Th-is is the Mystic UnltY.

Then love and hatred carurot touch him.
Profit and loss ca¡not reach him.
Honor and disgrace cannot affect him. 1
Therefore he is always the honored one of the world.'

The central point of th-is Taoist poem is that the real-

val-ue of words lies j.rr the meaning behind the words which cannot be

directly e>çressed. This mearr-ing is something that everyone must

come to understand by himseJ-f througþ his own powers. Understanding

is a fì:nction of the individual-.

Realizing the limitations of language 1et us proceed to

the matter at hand, a discussion of Ho1ism. This paper i-s essentially

a survey whose j¡tention it is to deternine the range and power of

the concept of hol-ism. To this end Part l- deal-s with the nen who

It\nl. Bynner, The lday of Life accordqLe tg-I,qg:!!Il, Tao #56r PP. 60-61.
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formrlated theorj-es of hol-ism i-n abstract terms: the philosophers of

holism. Part' 2 al-so deals with n'en who formil-ated theories of holism

in abstract terms but not as an end jn itself, rather as a means to

creation: the architects of holism.

1}IE PHILOSOPHERS OF HOLISM

The phrilosophers of holism ar'e an extremely diverse group

who surprisingfy have been very isolated from each other. rndeed

the four theories of hol-ism to be discussed in this part of the

paper were all formulated without lcrowledge of the existence of the

others.f T?ris is all the more surprising when one realizes that

three of the four were forrnul-ated more or l-ess simul-taneously jn the

second and third decades of this century. The four theories are

Snutsr doctrine of Holism and Evol-ution, ü/hiteheadf s theory of Organ-ic

Mechanism, the notion of science and complexitV, ffid the ancient

Orj-ental- philosophy of L,ao-tzu, the Tao.

For the purposes of the paper Sm¡¿tst doctrlne of Holism and

Evolution will be treated m;.ch as a warp in weavjng for it will be

the continuous thread around wh-ich the other theories wil-l- be weaved.

Smuts begins hl-is considerations by looking at then recent

1,1. C. Srnrts, Holism and Bvolution, Prefaee to Second Edition.
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findings of physical- and biological science. 0n the basis of these

findings he suggests the reformation of several f'undanental concepts

which in turn leads to the establ-ishnent of a more general orgarrizing

concept.

Reformation of Concepts

In light of the concept of evolution both the concept

matter and the concept of causation as traditiorølly tmderstood

scientifi-c rnaterialism falls into question. trThe acceptance of

Evolution as a fact, the origin of l-ife structr.rres f?om the inorganic,

nnrst mean a conplete revolution i¡ our idea of natter. If matter

holds the promise and potency of l-ife and nrind it is no longer the

old matter of physical- rateria.l-ism. t'f Consequently the narcow

nu.terial-ist coneept of causation, where there is no more in the

effect than j¡ the cause, rrust be denied. Causatj-on m,akes creativeness

arid real- progress impossible and hence is jnconsistent with evolution.

Existence in the space-tine of Einsteints relativity aJ-so

call-s for a reconsideration of f\.mdamental concepts for i-f space and

time are interdepend.ent then the view of thr-ings as merely spatial is

an abstraction, similarly events are tenporal only jn abstraction --

of

by

lrbio, p. I
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Existence nust be 1n space-tine. The implication of this, Smuts

concl-udes, is that the i¡mediate stuff of matter is of only particul-ar

significance, pattern or structure, definite organized structure, nust

be the essential characteristlc of the physical universe. In respect

to evolution then matter nu.st have a structural energetic constitution

which is inherently forniative.

Considering the cel1 and organism Smuts observes that "the

system of organ-ic regulation and coordination among an indefinitely

large nwnber of parts which ne.kes al-l the parts fttnction together

for certa.i-n purposes is a great advance on the system of physical

equilibrium in atoms and conpounds, and is yet quite distjnct from

the control which at a Iater stage of Evolution, Ulind comes to

exercise i¡ ani¡rals and humans. " f Thus as ftwe have seen a factor

in n'ratter making for structure; we noi¡r see a factor in organism making

for centra1 coordination and regulation of all parts. I¡ie are evidently

jn the pr€sence of some irurer factor in Evolution which requires

identification and description. "2

General- Organizing Concept

Evolution is not merely a mechanical- unfolding of a

lrbid, p. 6r
2rbid, p. 6z
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predeterndned universe; i.e., the past and the present universe does

not contain withrin it the fì-rture un-lverse. Evol-ution is creative

not nerely explicative. Creative Evolution jnvolves both general

principles and particular structures - both interpenetrating each

other, reacting on and vitalizing each other. rrMere structure is not

enough, because it misses the generic, the miversal- in reality.

General- principles or tendencies are not enough, because they are not

concrete such as naturat reality is.ttl The f\rndamental concept of

Evolution which takes care of both principle arrd structure is Hol-ism.

(¿SnB: It is jnteresting to note here that Lancelot Law

Whyfe j¡ Accent on Form forwards the notion of form as structure jn

an attenpt to achleve a conpromise between what he considers to be

the exfreme positions of holism and atomism. Clearly, however, Smuts

has arrticipated this position and has subsumed it as part of holism. )

Holism is the term to designate this whol-e-ward tendency in

Nature, this fUndamental factor operative towards the rnaking or

creation of whol-es 1n the unj-verse . "2 trThe creation of whol-es, and

ever more highly organized whol-es, and of whol-eness generally as

characteristic of existence, is an irùterent character of the
¿

universe.rr' rtHolism, as the operative factor in the evolution of

lrbid,
2rbid,

3ruio,

94

100

10t-

p.
p.
p.
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wholes, is the ultjrrate principle of the wriverse."l

Since true fowrdati-on ca¡not fail
But holds as good as new,
Many a worsh-lpflr1 son shoul-d hail
A father who lived true!
Realized i¡ one nzur, fitness has its rise;
Realized in a family, fitness nultiplies;
Real.ized in a village, fitness gathers weigþt;
Real-ized in a country, fitness becomes great;
Realized in the world, fitness fills the skies.
And thus the fitness of one man,
You find jn the familY he began
You find in the village that accrued,
You find in the countrY that ensued,
You find in the worl-ds whole nLrl-titude.
How do I lcrow this integritY? 

2
Because it could all begin i-n me.

Of the nature of these whol-es Smuts is quite clear. rrl¡lhol-es

are composites, and not singles.tt3 Thus wholes are n'rade up of parts,

however, the relationship between the parts, and between the parts

and the whole is not si-nply n'rechanical. "It is the very essence of

the concept of a whol-e that the parts are together in a unique

specific combination, lfi a specifi-c jnternal relatedness, irt a

creative s¡mthesis which di-fferentiates it f?om other forms of combi-

natj-on or togethert'Ìess. The combination of the el-ements jnto this

structr.re i-s in a Sense creati-ve; that is to say, creative of new

frbid, p. tol
2w. eyr*"r, The lrVay of Life according to Tao-tzu, tao #54, p. 59

3.f. C. Smuts, Ho@ p. 104
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structlire and new properties and f\.inctions. "f In holistic ad.dition,

as for example in Gestalt psycholory, the whole is greater than the

sum of the parts. rrThe parts in a whole are also affected by the

structure of the whole and are different and behave differently f?om

what they would hrave done apart f?om such a whole. It is the very

essence of a whole that while it is formed of parts it jn turn in-

fluences the parts and affects their relations and fLmctions. This

reciprocal jnfluence constj-tutes the jnternality or interior

character of a whole.tt2 Hence the parts can onJ.y be understood. in

relati-on to the whole.

Thirty spokes are ne.de one by holes 1n a hub,
By vacancies joining them for a wheelrs use;
The use of clay in moul-ding pitchers
Comes f?om the holl-ow of its absence;
Doors, windows, )st a house,
Are used for their en"ptiness:
Ttrus we are helqed by what is not
To use what is.J

Hol-ism is not only creative but self-creative for it

deepens as you progress along the evolutior:ary path, thus its fina-l-

structures are far more hol-istic than 1ts irlitial structures. rrThere

is a progressive grading of this holistic synthesis in nature, so

lrbid, p. to7
2rbid, p. 107

trnt. eyr*"r, The \¡lay of Life according to Tao-tzu, Tao #11, p.lO
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that we pass flom a) mere physical mixtures, where the structure is

almost negligible, and parts largely preserve their separate

characters and activities or futctions, to b) chemicaÌ conpounds,

where the structure is mcre synthetic and the activities and .f\.inctions

are strongly influenced by the new structures arrd can only with

difficulty be traced to the jndividr.ral- parts; and again, to c)

organ-isms, where a stil-l- more intense synthesis of elements has been

effected, which Ímpresses the parts or organs far more intfuu.tely

with a unified character, and a system of regulation and coordi:ration,

and finally of central control of all parts and organs arises; and

fYom organism, again, on to d) Ivlinds or physical organs, where the

Central Control- acquires consciousness and freedom artd creative power

of the most far reaching character; alld finally to e) Personality,

which is the higþest most evolved whole a¡nong the structures of the

rzriverse, and becomes a neI¡I orientative centre of rea^lity.ttl

Para]Ie] Theories

Before considerjng the implications Snut draws fron the

doctrjne just described, it is jnteresting to conpare it with two

other d.octrjnes which a:'ose sinul-taneously but separately; the first

1¡. C. Smuts, Holism and Evolution P. BB
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is Whiteheadts Doctrine of Organic Mechanism and the second the

general notion of conplexity Ín science. Whereas Snruits comes to his

theory on the basis of physical and biological sci-ence, ffiritehead is

guided more particularly by psychotogical and phr-ilosophicaÌ arølysis.

Mritehead hol-ds E:nat E:nijrlgs or objects as traditionally

r.mderstood are merely abstractions. Ttris is a result largely of the

fallacy of ttMisplaced. Concretenesstt. That the thing or event taken

by itself jn its spatial limits is a false simplication which is due

to the mistaken belief that a thing or event, as it appears in a

definite Space at a cerf.ain time, is al-l there is of it, and that

it has nothing to do with other spaces or tines. However on the

basis of Rel-ativity the habitual f\.rrdan'enta1 asstrnption that there

is a un-ique meaning to be gi-ven to space and a r:nique meaning to be

given to tjme is denied and hence the particular reality of ariy

thing or event Ín space-tfue is dependent upon the particular space-

time system chosen. Thus any particular mode; i.e., si:rple location,

in space-time taken j].I its separateness is an abstraction.

on this basis and w-ith r€spect to the fact that if there

are organic urrities jn the wortd then there nrust be some f\mdamental-

organlc unity of the whole (world) f?om whj-ch the particular unities

can etnerge. Whitehead concl-udes that there rust be rrone underlying

activity of realization, jndividualizing itself jn an jnterl-ocked

plurality of modesrr; that is, there must be a fUndamental process in
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the world which realizes and actual-izes jndividual syilthesis or

unities which are the real concrete events of the world.

Instead of the abstract entities of scienti-fic material-ism

Whitehead substitutes the concept of organlsms, the patterns whl-ich

are the concrete realities of the world. llis doctrjne of organisms

he then proceeds to formulate as foltows: ttThe concrete enduring

entities are organisms, so that the plan of the whol-e jnfluences the

very characters of the various subordjnate organisms which enter into

it. In the case of an ardflel-, the n'ental states enter into the plart

of the total orgartism and thus modify the plans of the successive

subordjnate organisms until the srnallest organisms, such as electrons,

are reached. Thus an electron within a living body is different from

an electron outside it, by reason of the plan of the body. The

electron blindly rr'ms either within or without the body, but it n'ms

within the body jn accordance with the general plan of the body, and

tiris plan i-Ï]cludes the n'rental state. But the principal of modifica-

tion is perfectly general througþout nature, ffid represents no

property peculiar to livìng bodies. This doctrjne involves the aban-

donment of the traditional sclentific material-ism, artd the sub-

stitution of an alternative doctrj:re of organism. I would term the

doctrjne the theory of organlc mechanism. In this theory, the

molecu-l-es n'ey blindly occur in accordance with general Iaws, but

the nolecules d.iffer jn their j¡trinsic characters according to the
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general orgarric pl-arìs of the situations jn which they fi¡d. themselves. "f
rrThe whol-e point of the doctrine is the evolution of the

conplex organisms f?om antecedent states of less complex organisms.

The doctrjne thus crj-es aloud for a conception of organism as f\mda-

n'ental for nature. It also requires an underlylng activity -
substantial activity - expressing itself in individual- embodiments,

and evolving i¡ achievements of organ-isms. The organism is a unj-t of

emergent value, a real fì-ision of the characters of external objects,

en'erging for its own sake. "2

Sci-ence and Complexity

Science is a pri:nary source of inspi-ration for both Smltts

and Whitehead. It is therefore not sr..rprising to note that the

doctrines, Holism and Or.ganic Mecharrism both anticipate and usher in

a new conception in science. In the history of scj-ence the

seventeenth, eigþteenth and nineteenth centuries formed a period in

which physical sclence learned to deal- with problems of sÏrplicity;

that is, problems with usually only two variables. These problems

were easily handled withln the realm of mechanistic causality.

Newbonts faws the fourndation of modern physics as well as the basic

lR. irt. \¡lhitehead, Science and the Modern l¡/orld, pp. 115-f16.
2rbid, p. r5z
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principles of light, of sound, of heat and of electrici-ty, are all-

essential-ly two-variable problems. About the begin"iing of the

twentj-eth century a new type of problem becanæ the najn concern of

science - problems of disorganized conplexity. These problems are

characterized by extrene nr¡rnbers of variables and hence were ilpossible

to handle thrrough the si:rple laws of cause and effect. The solution of

these problems was the jnvention of probability theory and of

statisticaf- nechanics. Thus problems such as the seeningly random

behavior of gas molecul-es coul-d be easily handled. Indeed, the

greater the nu¡ùer of variabl-es the more precise the techn-ique became.

It is essential- to renember thougþ that jn this technique the parti-

cular characteristics of the individual is largely irrelevant.

Even thougþ the statistical_ method of deal-ing with disor-

ganized complexity was a g:reat advance over the earl-ier two variable

rrethods of deal-ing with sjmplicity a large donajn of science was

still without any high-powered mathen'ratical- techniques. Thlis is the

area of the biol-ogical sciences where the niniber of variables is

somei,vhere between two or three variables and astronomical nurbers of

variables. However, mor€ inporLant tha.n the nu¡nber of variables i]l

the biological sciences is the characteristic that these variables

are al-l jnterrelated.; that is, they show the essential feature of

orgartization and hence are referred to as problems of organized

conplexity. Probl-ems of organi-zed complexity are problems of holism.
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I'A watch spring can be taken out of a watch and its properties use-

ftrlly studied apart from its norrnal- setting. Bttt if a heart be taken

out of a live aninal, then there is a ryeat limitation on the range

of usefl-rl studies which can be made. "f Thr-is is the area presently

receiving nu.jor consideration in the scientific conrmmity (e.g.,

DNA and. life-structures) and I am sure that if Smuts were al-ive today

he woul-d predict that the eventual sol-ution of these problems will
jnvolve a formulation so fundamental- as to make both probl-ems of

sinplicity and problems of disorganized complexity merely special cases

of problems of organized conplexity; that is, holism.

Inplications of Smuttsr Holism

The most fl.¡ndamental inplication of Smutsr doctrj-ne of

holism is the cl-ear distinction that exists between holistic and

mechanistic forms of organization, In mechanistic organization the

whol-e or totality is of the same order as the patt:. The prine

example, jndeed ideal- or icon, of this type of order is traditional-

logic and mathematics where L+I=zi i.e., the parts and the whole are

of the sane order. However, j¡ holistic organ-ization the parts are

not so nuch added to one another as integrated into one another the

't^tlnl. Inleaver. 1958 Annual Report of the Rockefeller Fowtdation, p. 9
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resultant being that the totatity achieves a new and higher order than

the parts. A clear exanple of this is any livi].ìg organism. Now

obviously both forms of organization exist, therefore the obvious

question is how are they related to one another j¡ the natura-l- world.

Snuts hol-ds that all natural whol-es are both r¡.echan-istic and

holistic to a deryee. Mechanism and holism are opposite poles of a

continuum along which al-l- whol-es fa1l - as the whole nþVeS rrupwardrr

along the evol-utionary path it becomes increasjngly holístic. To

date the most holistic organisms 1n existence are the hurnan mind and

personality which are not only creative but self-creati-ve.

Another important i:rplication of holism is that the

causality of mechanism, the cause and effect of Newtonian physics,

is not universal. In holistic orgNizations the resultant effect is

not mere]y traceable to the cause but has becone transforned in the

pïÐcess. This nÊans that the phr-ilosophic trap of pre{.etermination

is avoj-ded. and f?eedom and creativity becone actual not just empty

formallsms. However, Sm.rts is caref\.tl to point out that holism must

be seen not orùy in the changes and variations of progresslve

evolution but also in the stability of types, for stability is a

f\,¡nction of the whole. ItIt is the fi.¡ndamental wiity or unitarjness

and whol-eness jn organisms and. organic Evolution generally which

seems to explain their essentiaf stability as wel-l as the regulation
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and coordjnation of the whol-e process. "l

Conclusion

Before creati-on a pr€sence existed
Sel-f-contained, con"rplete,
Formless, voiceless, mateless,
Changeless,
Which yet prevaded itsel-f
I¡lith unending motherhood.
Thougþ there can be no nane for it,
I have called it rthe way of l-ifer.
Since fì-rllness implies widening into space,
Implies still- fl-rther widening,
Implies widenlng until- the circle is whole.
ïn this sense
The way of life is f\;lfilled
Heaven is f\rlfiIled,
Earth f\.ilfilled
And a fit nen also is fl-tlfil-1ed:
fhese are the four a:rplitudes of the universe
And a fit n'nn is one of them:
Man rounding the way of earth,
Earth rounding the way of heaven,
Heaven roturding the way of life
Til-I the circl-e is f\rl-l-.2

Holism is rrthe ultinate synthetic, ordering, organizing,

regUlative activity in the un-iverse whj-ch accounts for all- the

structural groupilgs and synthesis in it, fl"om the atom and the

physio-chemical- structures, thrrough the cell, a¡d organisms, thrrougþ

mj:rd jn animals, to personality jn nnn. The all pervading and ever

1,1. C. Snuts, Holism and Evol-utj-on, p. I27
2W. eyr,rr"r, The \¡'lay of Life according to Tao-tzu, Tao #2J, p. 40
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increasing character of synthetic unity or wholeness jn these

structures leads to the concept of Holism as the f\rndamental activity

underlying and coordirøting all others, and to the view of the

rmiverse as a Hol-istic urriverse. "l

THB ARCHITECTS OF HOLISM

Existence is beyond the power of words
To defi-ne:
Terms n'øy be used
But are none of them absolute.
In the begirrning of heaven and earth there were no words,
l¡lords came out of the womb of natter;
And whether a man dispassionately
Sees to the core of l-ife
Or. passionately
Sees the surface,
The core and the surface
Are essentially the same,
\,rlords n'e.king them seem different
0n1y to expr€ss appearance.
If name be needed, wonder nalnes them both:
F?om wonder to wonder
Existence opens.2

Fl"arìk Lloyd \,rlright, Bucl¡ninster trLtl-l-er,-Ðd Walter Gropius

are real-l-y only one arch-iteet, or rather they are three different

nanifestatiorrs of one ideal for although jn the nrinds of the

architectural community they are three distinct and different men

their thougþt is basically the same, they all hold. holism (organic

ItJ. C. Sn¡.;ts, Holism and Evol-ution, þ. 326,
)
'1,,/. Bynner, The I¡lay of Life according to Tao-tzu, Tao #I, p.25
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architecture, s)rnerry) to be the fUndanrental operative principle of

the u¡-iverse.

0f coi;rse, as Benjarrrin Lee Idhrorf has pointed out the language

or vocabulary in which a concept is form.rl-ated warps that concept so

that it can never be perfectly equivalent to a sjmilar concept in

another language. Thus in their words but more especiaJ-ly in their

works these three architects each present a unique and untranslate-

able facet of the general concept of hol-1sm.

I¡lalter Gropius

I i-ntroduce Gropius as the first of the three "architects

of hol-ismtt, to be considered here for two reasons. The first is that

as a theorist Gropius has applied a consistently hcl-istic point of

view to a wide range of subjects jncluding the arts, social

orgattzation, and education; a.nd by way of his gceat influence as an

educator has been responsibl-e for spreading the gospel of holism to

rnny students. However the second reason that he is consldered here

first and in an abbreviated form is perhaps an r-urfair one, the result

of my irnbility to wderstand the actual nanifestations of his

thought; that is, his buildings. It seems to me, and I repeat that

I am probably being grossly unfair, that Gropius is an architect who

l¡rew al-l the words but could not put them into action. He i-s there-

fore a warning that understanding the word.s is not enougþ, this

understanding must be n':ade man-ifest j¡ buildings and this need, it
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seems to me, indicates where the majority of effort shoul-d go, at

l-east until one has achieved mastery, and that is in the translation

of thougþt to action.

Gropius has said, "the idea of bringing back to our deeply

disrupted societies the sense for organic rel-ationships and for

significant form and meaning of our visual surroundjngs has governed

my life work f?om its earl-iest beginnings. All nry varlous endeavours

can be und.erstood only when Seen aS a concerted effort to promote

tunity in diversityr in arfi, architecture and plarrning.rrl To

exemplify this approach let us consider what Gropius considered the

sine qua non for a unified life - the wtity of the arts. The

vehricle thrrougþ which Gropius tried to achieve this mity was the

Bauhaus. Founded on the basis of rrthe fUndamental unity wtderlying

al-l- branches of designrr the Bauhaus was seeking a comnon denomi-nator

in design. ttBasic order in designfr, writes Gropius, ttneeds first of

all- a denominator common to all, derived from facLs. A corrnon

language of visual conmunication will give the designer a foundation

of solidarity for his spontaneous expression in art; it will f?ee

hjm from the sad isolation f?om wh-ich he is suffering at the present

since, in a socially disrupted world, we have lost the conrron key

Gropius, foreword to The Synthetic Vision of \,{a1ter Gropius, by
Gi]bert Herbert
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for understandlng j¡ the visual arts."l Thus on the establishment

of the Bauhaus Gropius call-s for the conprehensj-ve building:

llTogether let us conceive and create the new building of the fÏture,

which will- embrace archltectulre and sculptr.re and painting in one

unlty, and which will rise one day towards heaven fþom the hands of

a milI1on workers l-ike the crystal synbol of a new faith."2 later

Gropius writes, ItThus the Bauhaus was inaugurated with the specific

object of realizing a modern archi-tectonic arb, which, hl<e human

natì..re should be all embracing lrt scope. \¡lithin that sovereign

federative union al-l the different arts (witn the various n'nnifes-

tations a¡d tendencies of each) - every branch of design, every

form of techni-que - coufd be coordinated and fi-nd their appoÍnted

pIace. Oqr ul-tin'ate goa1, thereforer I^ias the conposite but

inseparable work of art, the great building."3

To il_fustrate how a largely verba] understandj¡g of the

concept of hol-ism is inadequate for the production of architecture

let us compare Gropiust Harvard Graduate Centre with the Midway

Gardens of which Wrigþt says in his Autobiography, 'tIn the lvüdway

Gardens built in Chicago in 1913 I tried to conplete the syilthesis;

I
Ĝropr_us,

2^
Gropr_us,

trBlueprint for an

Bauhaus I9L9-A928

architectts trainjn1", P. 72

p. 18
?JGronius- The New Architecture and the Bauhaus, p. 43
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plantings, f\rrnishrings, music, painting and sculpture, all to be

one.lr

Buclcninster tr\rl-ler

Matthew Arnol-df s admonltion t'to see the wor]d whole and

keep the vision constanttr, is perhaps as good a description of

F\-rl-lerts work as is needed for in a]-l he has done there is a constant

rel-ation to what Bucky considers to be the totality or universal

quality of a situation. I¡fi-tness the various terms he constantly

uses: ttConprehensive Mantr, ttConprehensive Designrr, iltota1 thirtkingtr,

trl.,rlorld Planningrt, and rrContinuous Manrr.

FLúl-errs preoccupations are teleological j¡ natlrre; that is

to use his defi¡ition, rrthe subjective-to-objective intermittent,

only-spontaneous, borderline conscious, and witirin-self com'nwúcat i4g

system that distills equatabl-e principles - characterizing relative

behavior patterns - f?om out plural-ities of n'atching experiences;

reintegrates selections f?om those net general-ized principles in

r;nique experimental contral patterns - physically detached flon sel-f -
as instruments, tooJ-s, or other devices adnritting to increased

technical advantage of n'nn over environmental circumstance, artd

consciously designed to pernrit his modification of forward erperiences

1n preferred ways"f whi-ch translated into Erglish neans extracting

h. g. trbller, Ideas and Interyities, p. !
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general- principles f?om past experience and then using those

prlnciples to i¡vent specific solutions to particular problems.

0f all general principles the most f\-mdamental, and

essential- for Fuller is the principle of synerry which he defines as

ttthe unique behaviour of whol-e systems, unpredicted by behaviot-r of

their respective sub-systems' events."f The physical model Fuller

uses for this principle is the art of sea and air-oceart vessel--

building. rrKeels and ribs, thougþ inadequate to subsequent stress

f\mctions, gain adequate effectiveness only througþ means of

assembly withj¡ jigs or cradle, which locally and temporarily

position the conponents until the conplementary interactions and

shortened modul-ar bracings are conpÌeted, whereby the structural

behavj-or pattern of the respective single components is al-tered into

coordinate action of associated vectors, lnter-acting to exponential-ly

augmented total- advantage."2 Clear1y an expression of holism.

The corol-lary of the principle of syrìerry is that of

ephemeralization whlch means, sinply, doing npre with less. Now if

doing nrcre with l-ess is a corollary to holism it is interesting to

speculate on the real significance of M1es van der Rohers famous

dictum rrless is Morert. Surely this can be considered a statement of

]ftid, p. zr
2rbid, p. 26
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holism, deliberately a:nbiguous though it is, And by way of 'rless is

mor€rt to its opposite trless is a borett what Venturi calls Iteither-

orrt we get to its opposite the clearly holistic rrboth-andrt. All- of

which serves to illustrate how pervasive yet how unlmown hol-ism is

as a f\rndamental- tenet in architectural theory.

!ì:11er is the poet-philosopher for the industrial age. For

hr-im synerry in its general f\-mdamentality is the essence of the

principle of industry. rrlt is quickly seen that j¡dustrial-izaLion

is not to be considered only aS a forln of prosaic conrnercial

e4ploitation but also as a mathenlatical prÍnciple jnherent in the

universe. Ttris principle, whi-ch is most typical of industry, I have

identified as the prjnciply of synerry. The f\rnctionings of industry
'l

are jncl-usive.rr' This is for F\;ller the exact opposite of science

whose ttessentia-I f\xiction is to take the universe apart and measure

its parts and sorL them into usabl-e categori-es. The fìrnctioning of

science is excl-usive. "2 Thus the n'En at the helm -in jndustry is not

the scientist it is the designer. "Design puts together combinations

of special behaviour elements for the special ltpr'ocess rartrr. It is

througþ design that nnn evoluted to his present extended nranipulation

of environment. The f\pctioning of desig'l iS conprehensive.tt3

lrbid, p. tBB
2rbid, p. tB9
3rbid, p. rB9
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Like Gropius, Fuller has examined man and hi-s worl-d f?om

the point of view of hol-ism and has decided whj-ch ne.n and which

jnstitution nust lead the way to the new Jerusal-em - the designer

and lndustry. F\.rllerf s designer, for which he is the prototype, is

a very hol-istic man. Th-is "total-thirrkingtr, rrworld:pfanningrr,

rrconprehensive designer is an emerging synthesis of artist inventor,

nrechanic, objective economist, and evolutionary strategist. He bears

the same rel-ationship to society in the new interactive continuities

ofworl-èwide industriafization that the architect bore to the respec-

tive remote independencies of feudal society."f

Industry, the comprehensive d.esigners Íteans to saving the

world is now called rrContinuous-manrr and is defined as rrthe slowly

accumll-ating total worl-d experience and total- l-iterate trmowledge re-

garding al-l- the discovered physical resources and generalized

patterning principles - in contradistlnction to illiterate, dis-

contjnuous man, local irt tj:tÞ and geography whose nonrelayed

experience-won lmowledge hmited hi-s tool- capabilities to devices

which any one individual nrlght invent entirely on hris oun initiative

starting nakedly i¡ the wilderness . "2 Continuous-ûtan, hol-istic

industry is naturets second derivative j-n that like biolory, industry,

lrbid, p. LT6
2rbid, p. zBZ
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too, is metabolic and as such falls into the rea-l-m of whol-es

Sruts would call self-creative. Fuller clearly understands

to be arì evolutionary extension of man.

144

whrich

industry

Frark Lloyd l.n/right

whereas Gropíus called his architecture rrorganicrr' vfu"ight

was rtOrganic Architecturetr. hlright and h-is arctritecture are one, to

consider one without the other is impossible.

Fundanentally organic architecture is holistic. rrThe

word Organic denotes in arcfuitecture not merely what nu-y hang Jn a

butcher shop, get about on two feet, or be cul-tivated j¡ a field'

The word org¿rric refers to entity; perhaps integral or jntrinsic

woul-d therefore be a better word to use. As originally used in

architectr.re, organ-ic means part - to - whole - as - whole - to -

part. so entity as integral is what is reaJly meant by the word

organic. Intrinsic."l rrA higher order of the qplrit has dawned

for modern life in this interior concept of lived-space playing with

light, taking organic form as the reality of building now an entity

by way of native materials a¡d natural methods of structurre; forms

ln. l. t^trigþt, The Future of Architecture p. 3.47.
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becoming more naturally significant of ideal and purpose, ultimate

in economy and strength. Í/e have, now corni¡g clear an ideal- core

of whj-ch must soon pervade the whole real-m of creative man and one

that I lcrow now dates back to Iao-tzu 500 8.C., and later, to Jesus

himsel-f .ttf

However, for l,rtrc'ight Itorganic architecturerr is more than

just ltholistic architectuF€rî, or rather it is more particul-ar than

just holistic archritecture. To hlm organic architecture is

characterized by plasticity or continulty, and organic simplicity

and, of course, the ideal of nature wh-ich is connpn both to FLtll-er

and to Gropius but which Idright has correctly insisted must not be

taken as inherent i¡ the principle of rrorganicrr.

'rlt is the first principle of any growth that the thing

grov'rn be no mere aggregation. Integration as entity is first

essential - and interyation mealls that no part of anything is of

gceat value i¡ itself except as it be an integrate part of the

harmonious whole. "2 This statement of hol-ism provides the cl-ue to

Wrigþtts understanding of organic architecture thrrougþ plasticity

or contjnuity. Pl-astic was the term Sullivart used to descrj-be hi-s

lurrigi t, The Natli¡?l llor¿qe
2rbid, p. zz

p. 29
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ornâment in which the ornarnent, or object, was integrated with the

background, or field, so as to be inseparable and as such he distjn-

guished it f?on other ornament wLrich was merel-y applied. Taking

thi-s idea hL"ight generalized it so that the criterion of plastic in-

tegration was applied. to everything in a building. 'rff form reaIly

followed f\-mction it did jn a material sense by means of thj-s ideal-

of plasticity, the spiritual concept of form and fUnction as one -
why not throw away the irplications of post or uprigþt and beam or

hortzontal entirely? IIave no beams or columns piling up as

rrjoirrerytr. Nor any cornices. Nor any lrfeaturesrr as fixtures. No.

llave no appliarrces of any kind at all, such as pilasters, entablatures,

and cornices. Nor put into the building any fixtures whatsoever as

rrfixturesrr. El-jminate the separations and separate joints. Classic

architecture was all fixation - of - the - fixture. Yes, entirely so.

Now why not l-et wa11s, ceilings, floors become seen as conponent

parts of each other, their surfaces flowing jnto each other. To get

continuity in the whole, ehminating all constructed features just as

Louis Sul-l-ivan had el-jn-inated backgror:nd in his ornament in favor of

an integral sense of the whol-e."f

Thus througþ the concept of contjnuity, the generalized

frbid, p. 39
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principle of plasticLty, tr,lright begins to develop an understandlng of

holÍsm in architecture wkrich was unique to hjm. rlI have sjrtce con-

centrated on plasticlty as physical continuj-ty, using it as a

practical working principle withjn the very nature of the building

itsel_f in an effort to acconplish this geat thing call-ed

architecture."f rrWere the fl;ll import of continuity to be gfasped

aesthetic and structi.¡re become con'pletely one."2 Indeed, everybhing

becomes one thing and one thing becomes everything - the ultjnate

holistic ideal. (lvlies woul-d be the first to agree.)

By way of contrast here it is jnterestjng to consi-der

another archr-itect of holism, Robert Venttlri who considers plasticity

as the rreasy way outtt iri achieving wholeness. ItAn architecti're of

conplexity and acconrnodatlon does not forsake the whol-e. In faeL, I

have referred to a special obligation toward the whole because the

whol-e is difficult to achieve. And I have en'phasized the goal of

nnity rather than of si:rplification in an art I whose ... truth (is)

i¡ its totalityt . The difficul-t whol-e i¡ an archr-itecture of

conplexity ald contradiction incfudes multipticity and diversity of

el-errrents in relationships that are jnconsistent or anong the weaker

kinds perceptually."3 dolng it the hard way'

1--.,
rot_o e

2rbid,
p.
p.

40

1B

fuenturi, Contradiction and Complexity in Architectwe, p. 89
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However, the author of Contradiction and Conpl-exity j¡

Arch-ltecture does not disagree with V,lright on the question of

148

sinplicity which is i¡herent to Ia/rigþtts archj-tecture. rrThe recog-

nition of con'plexity in archi-tecture does not negate what Louis Kahrn

has called rthe desi-re for sin'plicityr. But aesthetic sinpJ-icity

whrich is a satisfaction to the nrlnd derives, when valid and profound,

from irurer complexity. The Doric templers sin'plicity to the eye is

achieved througþ the famous subtl-et1es and precision of its distorted

geometry and the contradictions and tensions inherent in its order.

The Doric tenple could achieve apparent slrplicity througþ real

conplexity. lrlhen conplexity disappeared as jn the late tenples,

blandness replaced si-nplicity. "f Wrigþt t s tsimplicity' is in many

cases synony'nous with Venturirs rconplexityr. Both agree with Kubler

that lta work of art, which i-s a complex of n:any stages and l-evels of

crisscrossed intentions, is always intrlnsically complicated, however

sinple its effect n'n,y seem"2 except that ldrigþt denends that its

effect be simple al-ways.

rrbid, p. 25
2Krrbl"", The Shape of Time, p. 11
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